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Abstract
A new workflow to produce dimensionality reduced manifold coordinates based on
the improvements of landmark Isometric Mapping (ISOMAP) algorithms using local
spectral models is proposed. Manifold space from nonlinear dimensionality reduction
better addresses the nonlinearity of the hyperspectral data and often has better per-
formance comparing to the results of linear methods such as Minimum Noise Fraction
(MNF). The dissertation mainly focuses on using adaptive local spectral models to fur-
ther improve the performance of ISOMAP algorithms by addressing local noise issues
and perform guided landmark selection and nearest neighborhood construction in local
spectral subsets. This work could benefit the performance of common hyperspectral
image analysis tasks, such as classification, target detection, etc., but also keep the
computational burden low. This work is based on and improves the previous ENH-
ISOMAP algorithm in various ways. The workflow is based on a unified local spectral
subsetting framework. Embedding spaces in local spectral subsets as local noise models
are first proposed and used to perform noise estimation, MNF regression and guided
landmark selection in a local sense. Passive and active methods are proposed and ver-
ified to select landmarks deliberately to ensure local geometric structure coverage and
local noise avoidance. Then, a novel local spectral adaptive method is used to construct
the k-nearest neighbor graph. Finally, a global MNF transformation in the manifold
space is also introduced to further compress the signal dimensions. The workflow is
implemented using C++ with multiple implementation optimizations, including using
heterogeneous computing platforms that are available in personal computers. The re-
sults are presented and evaluated by Jeffries-Matsushita separability metric, as well as
the classification accuracy of supervised classifiers. The proposed workflow shows sig-
nificant and stable improvements over the dimensionality reduction performance from
traditional MNF and ENH-ISOMAP on various hyperspectral datasets. The computa-
tional speed of the proposed implementation is also improved.
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Dimensionality reduction is an important task in hyperspectral image analysis to re-
duce the data scale, extract and compress structured signals in fewer dimensions, and
reduce noise. It is widely used as an essential step before various applications such as
classification, target detection, and spectral unmixing. The popular Minimum Noise
Fraction(MNF)[1] method is widely accepted because of its property that it produces
an acceptable reduced number of dimensions and good performance for linear noise re-
moval. However, it has a fundamental flaw that, as a linear transformation, it does not
address the problem of the signal and noise nonlinearity in remotely sensed hyperspectral
imagery.
Isometric Mapping (ISOMAP)[2] is a data-driven nonlinear dimensionality reduc-
tion method, or manifold learning method, to describe the nonlinear variations of the
data. It uses a k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) Graph to estimate the manifold–the nonlin-
ear geometric structure of the data, and Classical Multidimensional Scaling (CMDS)[3]
to construct the manifold coordinates that are sorted by the variances of the data on
the manifold. It solves the major problem of linear dimensionality reduction meth-
ods. However, it requires the eigendecomposition on the proximity matrix of all data
points, which is often impossible for large remotely sensed hyperspectral images. The
ENH-ISOMAP[4] designed for hyperspectral imagery addresses this problem by adopt-
ing the landmark ISOMAP algorithm[5], which uses a subset of data points to estimate
the whole manifold, along with other optimizations such as backbone reconstruction,
efficient data structure and algorithm implementation for nearest neighbor search and
shortest path search, etc. This makes ENH-ISOMAP a practical manifold learning
algorithm for typical hyperspectral imagery and has better performance than MNF,
especially for nonlinear signals.
However, neither MNF nor ENH-ISOMAP addresses the problem of noise in a local
spectral region, which plays an important part in degrading the results of dimensional-
ity reduction. MNF uses the same noise variance estimation across the whole image[1],
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which only addresses the overall noise, typically from the sensor and atmospheric phe-
nomena. Also, ENH-ISOMAP uses a “random skeletonization”[4] technique, which aims
to cover as much the major geometric structure of the data as possible, but not consider-
ing the effects of local noise. This makes it possible to select noisy pixels as landmarks,
which will bring much distortion and uncertainty to the results.
In fact, both MNF and ENH-ISOMAP are global dimensionality reduction meth-
ods. Global dimensionality reduction has the advantage of constructing a unified global
coordinates, without the risk of manifold distortion compared to local dimensionality
reduction methods, while the non-uniformity of local properties are often ignored. If
the advantages of global and local methods can be made use of at the same time, the
results would have the potential to greatly improve.
This dissertation will focus on using adaptive local spectral methods to improve the
performance of the global manifold learning method ISOMAP. The methods are based
on spectral subsetting such that each of the resulting data subsets has local similarity
and the local data is assumed to have similar properties. Therefore, the whole dataset is
processed by a “divide-and-conquer” strategy such that the local data are considered on
a local basis. Eventually, the processing of each subset should be able to be combined,
such that the results are still a global manifold.
In this dissertation, a novel recursion-based spectral subsetting method called Re-
cursive First Principal Component (RFPC) subsetting is proposed to meet the require-
ments of subsequent local spectral adaptive methods. A local noise model based theory
is proposed to improve the key step–landmark selection of ENH-ISOMAP. Based on
this model, some novel guided landmark selection strategies are proposed with the con-
sideration of local noise. A new method of local adaptive k-Nearest Neighbor graph
construction is also proposed within the same framework of local spectral subsetting.
Based on the above key improvements, along with several other improvements for
ISOMAP, such as local MNF regression and post-MNF in manifold space, as well as
a novel local noise variation estimation method, a complete global manifold learning
workflow is proposed. A computationally efficient implementation is then described
making use of parallel computing techniques available in personal computers, which
significantly improved the computation time of the workflow.
The manifold learning results are evaluated with the Jeffries-Matsushita separability
metric and supervised classification on several popular hyperspectral datasets. The re-
sults showed stable and significant improvements over the traditional MNF and original
ENH-ISOMAP algorithms, while keep the computational time within a reasonable time.
The manifold coordinates produced by the proposed workflow are also expected to
benefit several other applications in addition to classification, such as spectral unmixing
and target detection. The framework of local spectral subsetting as a methodology
to combine the advantages of local and global manifold learning methods can also be
potentially extended to other algorithms. In addition, the idea of combining MNF and
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ISOMAP to make use of both of their advantages can also be further investigated.
The rest of the dissertation is outlined as below:
• Chapter 2 provides reviews of the background of the research, including a review
of common dimensionality reduction methods, a review of research regarding the
nonlinearity of the hyperspectral imagery, and an introduction to ENH-ISOMAP, a
practical nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithm for hyperspectral imagery.
Existing research efforts regarding the guided landmark selection procedure in
landmark ISOMAP algorithms, which is also a major goal of the proposed work-
flow, are also reviewed.
• Chapter 3 presents the framework of local spectral subsetting, which serves as the
basis of various improvements of the proposed workflow over the original ENH-
ISOMAP. The motivation as well as theoretical and practical considerations of
spectral subsetting are discussed. Two possible implementations are described
and a tradeoff discussion is provided.
• Chapter 4 discusses the theoretical basis of this research. Specifically, the use of
certain embedding spaces, which have the property that the variances along the
basis vectors are ordered from high to low, as local noise models are discussed.
Then MNF with noise estimation using nearest neighbor differences in feature
space is discussed as the basis of local MNF denoising and post MNF reduction.
At last, the idea of refining landmark selection in spectral subsets with noise models
for ENH-ISOMAP is discussed.
• Chapter 5 proposes the use of local noise models for the guided landmark selection
for ENH-ISOMAP. The landmark selection evaluation methods are provided. Two
guided landmark selection strategies are provided. For the trial and evaluation
strategy, the landmark evaluation method is used to choose the best landmark set
before calculating final results among several random trials; For the deterministic
strategy, the landmark evaluation strategy is used to verify the effectiveness of the
method.
• Chapter 6 introduces a novel local adaptive method to construct a k-Nearest
Neighbor (kNN) graph based on linking two strategies of subset intrinsic dimen-
sionality estimation. The effectiveness of the method is verified by classification
results.
• Chapter 7 shows the proposed workflow in detail. The methods of local MNF
regression and post-MNF reduction are introduced before the introduction of the
whole workflow. The efficient implementation considerations including parallel
acceleration using heterogeneous computing platforms are also discussed.
• Chapter 8 presents the results of running time, Jeffries-Matsushita Separability,
and k-Nearest Neighbor classifier supervised classification accuracy on the man-
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ifold space produced by the proposed workflow. The performance is verified on
common hyperspectral images including University of Pavia (ROSIS sensor) and
Botswana (Hyperion sensor). These results show significant improvements over
traditional MNF and the original ENH-ISOMAP in terms of separability and sta-
bility. A step-by-step verification is provided for each of the micro-improvements
in the workflow.
• Chapter 9 summarizes the proposal by reviewing the skeleton of the research, as
well as discussing the future work of this research.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, the background of the proposed research is reviewed, including a review
of dimensionality reduction techniques, the research on the nonlinearity of hyperspectral
imagery, and the ENH-ISOMAP[4] algorithm, a practical ISOMAP algorithm for large
scale remotely sensed hyperspectral imagery, which is the basis of this research.
2.1 Dimensionality Reduction
Many signals in the real world, especially those with continuous spectra, can only be
represented digitally using high-dimensional data. However, a system directly processing
those high-dimensional data may be very complicated and unstable[6]. High-dimensional
data often suffers from a variety of problems that are commonly referred to as “the curse
of dimensionality”[7]. It was used at the beginning to describe the problem that without
prior assumptions, the sample size required to estimate a function of D variables to a
given degree of accuracy grows exponentially with the increasing of D[7]. However, the
fact is that the high-dimensional spaces are inherently sparse[8]. These are common
reasons why we need dimensionality reduction.
In practice, high-dimensional data are not only sparse, but also often lies on a much
lower-dimensional manifold. We call the dimension s of this low-dimensional manifold
the intrinsic dimension of the dataset, and the dimension D of the high-dimensional
space the manifold is embedded in is called extrinsic dimension of the dataset. From
the perspective of statistics, we say the dataset is governed by s independent variables,
although the space it lies in has D variables[6]. The low intrinsic dimensionality of
high-dimensional data is the key to the dimensionality reduction, since we can reduce
the extrinsic dimension of a dataset to its intrinsic dimension without losing much
information, not only avoiding the curses of dimensionality to a certain extent[6], but
also avoiding much of the noise that does not lie in the spaces of the intrinsic dimensions.
16
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In this regard, the dimensionality reduction problem is to find a good estimation of the
manifold the dataset lies on[6].
2.1.1 Linear Dimensionality Reduction
Linear dimensionality reduction methods reveal coordinates of the data on the manifold
that resides on hyperplanes in high-dimensional spaces. These hyperplanes are called
linear manifold[6], which is the simplest manifold.
By using linear dimensionality reduction methods, the dataset is assumed to reside
on a linear manifold. Although this is not often the case, linear dimensionality reduction
is still widely used because of the following reasons: linearity is an acceptable approxi-
mation in many cases; linear algebra provides linear dimensionality reduction easy and
fast tools.
Moreover, for nonlinear manifolds, a tangent space, which is a linear manifold, exists
in each point of the nonlinear manifold, and provides a local approximation[6].
Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is the most important linear dimensionality re-
duction method. Under the Euclidean measure, PCA finds a linear projection to the
principal component (PC) space such that the space maximizes the data energy[6]. [6]
provides the mathematical description of PCA in terms of data geometry and statistics
respectively.
Given the data matrix X ∈ MD,n, where MD,n means all matrices representing
D dimensions and n data samples; the goal of PCA is to find its leading d principal
directions corresponding to PCs. The data in this space is represented as Y ∈ Md,n.
PCA involves two steps: (1) data centralization to get the centered X, which is obtained
by subtracting a mean vector µX of X; (2) eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix
of the centered X, or single value decomposition (SVD) of X, to get the projection
matrix, whose column vectors are sorted in descending order of the eigenvalues (or
single values); Y can be obtained from this projection and its leading d dimensions can
be retained.
Minimum Noise Fraction
Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF, originally referred to as Maximum Noise Fraction, only
with different order of eigenvectors)[1] is a variant of PCA widely used in remotely
sensed hyperspectral image dimensionality reduction and noise removal. It is similar to
PCA, but by making use of known or estimated noise covariance matrix, the resulting
coordinates are sorted by signal-to-noise ratio, not simply by signal plus noise, thus
yielding better signal concentration and noise isolation.
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Given a data matrix X ∈ MD,n, and assuming the signal S and noise components
N of X are additive, i.e., X = S + N. Further assume the signal and noise components
are uncorrelated. Thus their covariance matrices ΣX,ΣS,ΣN comply to ΣX = ΣS +
ΣN. Therefore, a linear transformation (projection) can be given as Y = A
TX where
A = [a1, . . .ap] are left-hand eigenvectors of ΣNΣ
−1
X [1]. The term MNF originally
referred to Maximum Noise Fraction as in [1]. However, we use the meaning of Minimum
Noise Fraction, as is common practice in the field of remote sensing, by reversing the
order of eigenvalues of the eigendecomposition such that the dimensions are ordered in
descending order of the signal-to-noise ratio.
It can be proven that the MNF is mathematically equivalent to two steps of PCAs
[9], where the first one involves a noise-whitening PCA, yielding a noise-whitened space
by using the noise covariance matrix; the second step is a standard PCA applied in
the noise-whitened space. This procedure is also called the Noise Adjusted Principal
Component (NAPC) approach[9].
Classical Multidimensional Scaling
Classical Multidimensional Scaling (CMDS)[3] is a technique that constructs coordi-
nates displaying the geometric structure of distance-like data. The input of CMDS is
a similarity matrix, or pairwise distance matrix, where the distance is Euclidean-like.
The output of CMDS is a coordinate system where the similarity matrix is maintained,
and the coordinates are sorted by their variances, like PCA, in descending order.
The basic steps of CMDS[6] are shown in Algorithm 1.
2.1.2 Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction
Linear dimensionality reduction methods do not work well if data does not well reside on
hyperplanes (or subspaces) of the original high-dimensional space. Recently, nonlinear
data models have been developed to estimate the underlying nonlinear manifold from the
data. Therefore, nonlinear dimensionality reduction is also called manifold learning. The
general steps of manifold learning are to learn the geometry of the underlying manifold
from the neighborhood structure of the data, and a kernel is created to represent the
geometry by defining the similarity (or dissimilarity) of data points; finally the spectral
decomposition of the kernel yields the manifold embedding space[6]. Different manifold
learning methods adopt different nonlinear data models to achieve this goal.
Isometric Mapping (ISOMAP)
Isometric Mapping (ISOMAP) is a method to unfold the manifold by constructing an
embedding space that maintains the geodesic metric on the original dataset[6]. The
geodesic metric is the metric on the manifold, not in the original Euclidean space. In
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Algorithm 1 Classical Multidimensional Scaling (CMDS)[6]
Input: Dissimilarity matrix D = [Dij ]nn, whose element represents the dissimilarity
measurement between i-th and j-th point, with a total number of n points; the
number of retained significant dimensions d
Output: Coordinates in a new embedding space that maintains the dissimilarity mea-
surements, represented as a matrix M = [Mij ]dn, where i-th row represents i-th
dimensions of the new space, and j-th column represents j-th point; the dimensions
are sorted by the variances, from high to low
1: function Cmds(D, d)
2: H ← I− 1nE . Construct n-centralizing matrix, where E = 11
T and
1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1]T ∈ Rn
3: G ← −12H(D
◦2)H . Construct Gram matrix, where D◦2 is the element-wise
square (i.e., Hadamard square) of D
4: Perform eigendecomposition of G, such as G = UΛUT , where Λ =
diag(λ1, . . . , λr) is in descending order, and r is the rank of G
5: Ud ← the first d leading column vectors of U








this method, a dissimilarity matrix is defined by pairwise geodesic distances between
data points. The geodesic distances are estimated by shortest path distances on a
nearest neighbor graph that estimates the manifold. The CMDS is then applied on the
dissimilarity matrix to get one embedding space that maintains the dissimilarity. This
embedding space is thus the Euclidean space that unfolds the manifold. The difference
with CMDS is that the pairwise distances are measured on the manifold (i.e., geodesic
distance), which are estimated by the lengths of pairwise shortest paths on the nearest
neighbor graph resembling the manifold, not Euclidean distances.
The basic steps of ISOMAP[2] is shown in Algorithm 2.
Locally Linear Embedding
Locally linear embedding[10] (LLE) takes another road to estimate the nonlinear man-
ifold. It starts from local regions, assuming local linearity for the region of k-nearest
neighbors around each data point, such that the weights of the linear combination of
the neighboring points to construct the center point remain the same in Euclidean space
and the manifold embedding space. The weights and the vectors of data points in man-
ifold embedding space can be computed by least-square and eigendecomposition of a
quadratic form respectively to minimize two cost functions with applicable constraints.
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Algorithm 2 Isometric Mapping (ISOMAP)[2]
Input: Pixel set as a matrix S = [Sij ]mn, where i-th row represents i-th dimensions of
the spectral space, and j-th column represents j-th pixel
Output: Manifold coordinates as a matrix M = [Mmn = [Mij ], where i-th row repre-
sents i-th dimensions of the manifold space, and j-th column represents j-th pixel
1: function Isomap(S)
2: G ← kNNGraph(S) . Construct k-Nearest Neighbor Graph and get graph
adjacency list
3: D ← PairwiseShortestPathDistance(G) . Calculate pairwise
shortest path distance matrix, where D = [D]nn is a dense symmetry matrix; using
any graph shortest path algorithms, e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm on all vertices
4: M ← Cmds(D) . Construct new coordinates by applying CMDS on D
5: return M
6: end function
For a dataset with N points, each represented by a vector Xi with D dimensions, the
steps of LLE are as follows: (1) find k nearest neighbors of the i-th data point Xi; (2)
compute the weights wij of all the neighbors that best linearly reconstruct Xi from its
neighbors (j is the index of the data point that is within the neighborhood), solving the




j wijXj |2, with the constraint that
wij = 0 if Xj is not in the k-nearest neighbor set, and
∑
j wij = 1; (3) compute the low





which can be solved by the eigendecomposition of a sparse matrix M = (I −W)T (I −
W), where W is an N ×N sparse matrix consisted of all wij , assuming unit variance,
i.e., YYT /N = I; by constraining centered coordinates, i.e.,
∑
i Yi = 0, only D + 1
eigenvectors with least eigenvalues (except for the smallest one) are needed, which can
be quickly obtained without applying the whole eigendecomposition[10].
LLE is solved by minimizing the locally linear reconstruction errors for the neighbor-
ing regions of all data points. Therefore, it puts more emphasis on the local geometric
recovery, without considering relationships between farther apart points. By using LLE,
the dataset is assumed to be a well sampled set of the underlying manifold. Other-
wise, the estimated manifold could be highly distorted especially on different sides of a
sparsely sampled region.
Global versus Local methods of Manifold Learning
ISOMAP was first proposed in [2] and it is considered as the only global nonlinear
manifold learning method[11, 12]. As a global manifold learning method, ISOMAP is
capable of constructing a unified manifold coordinate system across the whole scene, un-
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like other local nonlinear manifold learning methods, such as LLE, which is optimized to
preserve the geometry of neighborhoods and may suffer from severe attenuation of the
coupling between faraway inputs for noisy, sparse, and weakly connected data. How-
ever, on the other hand, the embedding of ISOMAP comes from a global dissimilarity
matrix, which is dominated by faraway pairs. Therefore, it has higher risk to yield
distorted local geometry[13]. Moreover, the computational consumption of ISOMAP is
significant comparing to local methods, although there have been efforts to relieve the
computational burden in ISOMAP, some of which will be discussed in Section 2.3. The
choice between them should be based on applications. There have also been efforts to
alleviate the trade-off problem between global and local methods. This research will
also investigate some of them.
This research will mainly focus on the global manifold learning method, ISOMAP.
For dimensionality reduction problems in hyperspectral image analysis, it is often es-
sential to obtain an accurate global embedding space, to serve as a unified coordinate
system, on which further applications such as classification can be applied. Because re-
motely sensed hyperspectral data can be highly noisy and sparse, ISOMAP is preferred
as a dimensionality reduction method here to avoid the distortion of distinct data points
in the embedding space. Moreover, because of the sparsity of the hyperspectral data,
in practice, LLE could not only result a distorted manifold, but also make two parts of
the manifold collapsed or overlapped, which are supposed to be farther away, due to the
lack of constraints for farther apart points. It has been reported that the global method
ISOMAP generally results in better statistical performance than local manifold learning
approaches for hyperspectral unmixing purposes[14].
To alleviate the problems of ISOMAP, this research makes several efforts in both
computational consumption reduction and considerations of local geometric structure
and local noise.
2.2 Remotely Sensed Hyperspectral Imagery and its Chal-
lenges
Hyperspectral images (HSI) are acquired by hyperspectral sensors, often collected by
scanning devices on airbornes or satellites of geological and geographical scenes. This
results in a set of images. Each represents the sensed radiance in a narrow spectral band,
often 5 ∼ 10nm, resulting in hundreds of images of the same scene representing different
spectral bands between 350nm and 3500nm. HSI are often represented in a three-
dimensional imagery cube, with two spatial dimensions plus one spectral dimension, for
image processing and analysis purposes, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Another representation of the HSI, used in dimensionality reduction, is to omit
the spatial information and represent the data as a matrix, whose column vectors are
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Figure 2.1: Hyperspectral Image Cube, AVIRIS image of Moffet Field in California[15].
spectral vectors for all the pixels. In this form, pixels have no spatial correlation, and
each pixel is represented as a data point, or a vector, in high-dimensional space, which
is originally the “spectral” space, where each base vector represents one spectral band.
The dimensionality reduction methods we focus on are all using this representation, to
reduce from the dimensions of the spectral space into an embedding space that has much
fewer dimensions for all pixels. The data geometry refers to the data distribution in the
high dimensional spectral space. An example of this representation is shown in Figure
2.2. We can observe the sparsity of the data in high-dimensional space, and the data
distribution forms a certain geometric structure.
2.2.1 High Interband Correlation of Hyperspectral Data
As we discussed, high dimensional data often has inherently low dimensional variations.
This is especially the case with remotely-sensed hyperspectral imagery. With the in-
creasing spectral resolution, more and more dimensions are available to provide a more
accurate spectrum. However, this also brings trouble, since they require more samples
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Figure 2.2: An Embedding Space of Hyperspectral Data in Spectral Space, A Subset of
Avon Image from RIT SHARE dataset, Showing 3 Bands of 360 Bands.
as input for statistically based analysis, and their analysis suffers from noise variances,
since the free variables describing the signal variations in one scene, when compared to
the number of categories in this scene, is quite limited, often less than 20, which is far
less than the number of spectral bands. From another perspective, the inter-band corre-
lation is very high, resulting in a covariance matrix that is nearly singular, which causes
more difficulty in estimating parameters for statistical analysis methods, such as classi-
fication. This is where dimensionality reduction is required to improve the performance
of further processing.
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2.2.2 Data Nonlinearity of Hyperspectral Data
In addition to the fact that the hyperspectral data often lies in an embedding subspace
of a lower dimensionality, this embedding space is often a nonlinear subspace. This
is mainly because of the nonlinear phenomena manifested in remotely-sensed images,
including the nonlinear nature of scattering in the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF), the inherently nonlinear attenuation of water, multiple scattering
within a pixel, and the heterogeneity of subpixel constituents[16]. An example of this
nonlinearity can be observed in Figure 2.2. Linear dimensionality reduction methods do
not address this nonlinearity. Nonlinear manifold learning methods should be used to
reveal the embedding subspace that better characterize the variations of the signals.
2.3 Practical Considerations of ISOMAP for Hyperspec-
tral Imagery
ISOMAP requires the eigendecomposition on an N by N dissimilarity matrix, which
has a time complexity of O(N3), where N is the number of data samples (the number
of pixels in the case of hyperspectral imagery). This makes the use of ISOMAP on large
scale dataset such as a typical hyperspectra image with 106 pixels impractical. Landmark
ISOMAP[5] addressed this problem by selecting a subset of pixels as “landmarks”, then
applying ISOMAP only on those landmarks to produce an estimation of the manifold;
eventually the manifold coordinates of all non-landmark pixels are constructed by a
transformation to maintain their geodesic distances to all landmark coordinates.
ENH-ISOMAP[4] is a complete workflow consisting of several novel algorithms to
further improve the performance and computational efficiency of Landmark ISOMAP
to solve the manifold representation problem in large scale hyperspectral images. In this
section, Landmark ISOMAP and ENH-ISOMAP will be reviewed, which will serve as
the basis of the proposed workflow in this research.
2.3.1 Landmark ISOMAP
The Landmark ISOMAP reduced the computational burden in two ways. First, The
dissimilarity matrix it requires is only L × N , where N is the number of data points,
and L  N is the number of landmarks, compared to the N × N matrix that the
original ISOMAP requires. The shortest path calculation can be done for each “source
vertex” thus only LN of the original computation on the shortest paths is required.
Second, the eigendecomposition is done on the dissimilarity matrix of L×L, whose time
complexity is O(L3), which is significantly lower than the time complexity of O(N3) of
the eigendecomposition in the original ISOMAP. The Landmark ISOMAP consists the
following steps:
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1. Select a set of L landmark points from the dataset.
2. Construct k-nearest neighbor graph on all pixels, and calculate shortest paths on
the graph as geodesic distances from all landmarks to all pixels, represented as an
L×N matrix D.
3. Apply CMDS on the L × L distance matrix DL (a submatrix of D) describing
pairwise geodesic distances between L landmark points, to get the manifold em-
bedding of the landmarks as an k × L matrix Lk in Rk, where k is the dimension
of the manifold embedding.
4. Apply distance-based triangulation using the L × N matrix D, to find a k × N
matrix Y representing the manifold embedding of all the points in Rk. The new
coordinates are obtained by an affine transformation of the vector δi Specifically,
(a) Construct a L × N matrix ∆ = [δij ] such that δij is the squared (geodesic)
distance from i-th landmark to j-th data point.
(b) Compute the mean vector ∆̄ = [δ̄i] of those column vectors of ∆ that repre-
senting landmarks, i.e., δ̄i is the mean squared (geodesic) distance from the
i-th landmark to all i landmarks.
(c) Compute the pseudoinverse L†k of the k-dimensional manifold embedding of
the landmarks Lk. This can be computed directly from the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the eigendecomposition step in the landmarks’ CMDS.
(d) The k-dimensional manifold embedding of all data points is given by a k×N







(e) An optional PCA applied on the resulting manifold coordinates to “recenter-
ing” the data[17, 4].
2.3.2 Landmark Selection Techniques
The landmark selection is critical to get better manifold representation using Landmark
ISOMAP, since the complete manifold coordinates are based on the manifold estimated
by the landmarks.
The strict minimum requirement is to choose at least k + 1 landmarks for a k-
dimensional embedding, and avoid the landmarks lying in an affine subspace with k− 1
or lower dimensions[17]. It is often wiser to choose many more landmarks than the
required minimum to avoid this problem.
There have been many reports of landmark selection schemes. [17] suggests two
strategies, one is “MaxMin”, which is deterministic after the first set of landmarks are
randomly chosen. It maximizes the minimum distance from the newly chosen landmark
to all existing landmarks. Another strategy is the random choice, which may work better
than “MaxMin” in practice, although it is less controllable[17].
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ENH-ISOMAP[4] (discussed in Section 2.3.3) uses a method called “random skele-
tonization”[4], which defines a local spectral hypersphere with a certain radius. Each
time it randomly selects a landmark, the data points within the hypersphere are also
removed from the set of points that are going to be chosen from. This is mainly to
address the problem that hyperspectral imagery often has large variations in terms of
the local density of the data points in spectral space, and a näıve random method tends
to select a dominant number of landmarks in dense areas. This method makes the land-
marks cover the geometric structure in a more uniform way in the spectral space[4]. The
problem of this method is that it still has a large amount of randomness, for which an
optimal result may require repeated runs of the whole algorithm.
Other landmark selection methods include the method using “minimum spanning
tree cut”, which tends to choose landmarks at cluster boundaries to increase classifica-
tion accuracy[18]; a method using local homogeneity which make uses of both spectral
and spatial information of hyperspectral image data, to improve the performance in
unmixing[19, 20], as well as an “active learning” workflow based on it[21]; a vector
quantization method used in the UL-ISOMAP (upgraded landmark ISOMAP)[22]. The
latest reports on landmark selection techniques for Landmark ISOMAP include [23, 24].
2.3.3 ENH-ISOMAP
The nonlinearity of hyperspectral data became a motivation of using nonlinear mani-
fold coordinates as the representation of the data, and led to the research in [16, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29], eventually yielding the comprehensive manifold learning framework for
hyperspectral imagery ENH-ISOMAP in [4].
In [16], ISOMAP is used to derive manifold representations of hyperspectral data,
and several strategies were proposed to address the data scaling problem, which involve
partitioning the scene into subsets, solving for the manifold coordinates in subsets using
ISOMAP, and either aligning or merging subset coordinates to obtain a global manifold
coordinate system. It used Dijkstra’s algorithm[30] and an iterative eigensolver to relieve
the two computational bottlenecks. To align the manifold coordinates between subsets,
a least-square coordinate transformation making use of the pseudoinverse method and a
set of common samples across subsets as the “training set” was used. Another strategy,
direct reconstruction, makes use of the local linearity of the manifold, which uses the
same weights of linear combinations in both spectral space and manifold coordinates for
neighboring pixels, similar to the idea of LLE. This is called “backbone” reconstruction
method, which is also used in ENH-ISOMAP[4]. The most significant problem with this
aligning method is the torquing artifacts it produces due to the inaccuracy of the least-
square transformation, and its underlying problem that each tile of data has its own
manifold coordinates, which brings fundamental difficulty to the alignment and merging
of the tiles in the manifold space.
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ENH-ISOMAP took another strategy and eliminates the need for aligning and merg-
ing by constructing only one global manifold coordinates for one hyperspectral scene.
This is made possible for a large scale hyperspectral scene by an algorithm based on
Landmark ISOMAP, and various novel algorithms and improvements involved in the
workflow. The significant improvements are listed as follows:
• Improved scaling of manifold neighborhood construction with Vantage Point Forests
(VP-Forests), which is an improved data structure based on the Vantage Point
Tree (VP-Tree)[31]. This data structure makes nearest neighbor inquiry faster
and more scalable, and is used across several steps of ENH-ISOMAP including
backbone reconstruction and landmark selection by skeletonization.
• Landmark ISOMAP is used to significantly decrease the computation time for
both shortest path and eigendecomposition. Furthermore, both d-ary heap[32]
and Fibonacci heap[33] were used as the backend priority queue algorithm for
Dijkstra’s algorithm, to further decrease the amortized time complexity of the
shortest path computation. With the use of landmarks, the iterative eigensolver
can be replaced with a more reliable and accurate eigensolver.
• A new landmark method called “skeletonization” is proposed, as described in
Section 2.3.2.
• A new method called “FASTPATCH” is used for connecting isolated samples in
the nearest neighbor graph.
• A flexible neighborhood definition for k-nearest neighbor graph construction, com-
bining the hypersphere radius limits and the number of nearest neighbor point
limits.
• A modified “backbone” approach to dealing with the data scaling from images
with 105 pixels to 107 pixels with local linearity assumption. This is to provide
better data scaling ability since for images with more than 105 pixels, the k-nearest
neighbor graph construction and shortest path calculation become computational
bottlenecks again, unless the backbone approach is used.
The proposed workflow will be based on the ENH-ISOMAP, with a more deliberate
landmark selection procedure, and several other improvements, based on the use of local
noise models. The subroutines adopted from ENH-ISOMAP include: (1) k-nearest
neighbor graph construction and Landmark ISOMAP, as the core components of the
algorithm; (2) the random skeletonization, but optionally applied in a local region,
instead of applied in the full dataset as in ENH-ISOMAP (hereinafter referred to as
“global skeletonization”); (3) the backbone sampling and reconstruction technique, as
the data scaling solution for images with more than 105 pixels.
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The basic steps of Landmark ISOMAP and random skeletonization were discussed
in Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
The backbone pixels can be sampled randomly among all pixels. A typical number
of backbone pixels is 105 to achieve a balance between performance and efficiency. Then
the ENH-ISOMAP is applied only on those backbone pixels. After the manifold coor-
dinates are constructed, the non-backbone reconstruction is used to construct manifold
coordinates of all other pixels by using a locally linear assumption, which is that the
weights of the linear combination of neighborhood pixels in spectral space to construct
the central pixel of the neighborhood is the same as that in manifold space. Therefore,
we use the same weights from the neighboring backbone pixels used to construct the
central non-backbone pixels, to construct the manifold coordinates by using the linear
combinations of the manifold coordinates of neighboring backbone pixels. The free pa-
rameter is the size of the neighborhood. This technique is similar to the method used
in LLE, but the results are based on the known global coordinates of backbone pixels.
Moreover, the reconstruction weights are derived from the covariance matrix of the local
neighborhood, rather than the original spectral vectors. This eliminates possible arti-
facts generated by sample to sample statistical fluctuations in the neighborhood. The
reconstruction algorithm for one non-backbone pixel is shown in Algorithm 3. Note
that the nearest neighbor search can be fast achieved by VpTree[31] or Vantage Point
Forests[4].
Algorithm 3 Non-backbone Reconstruction[4]
Input: The non-backbone pixel’s vector in original spectral space x. The k neighboring
backbone pixels in spectral space bi, where i = 1, . . . , k, the corresponding manifold
coordinates of the backbone pixels m(bi)
Output: The reconstructed manifold coordinate of the non-backbone pixel m̂(x)
1: function NonBackboneReconstruction(x, {bi}(i = 1, . . . , k in the neighbor-
hood of x), m(b))
2: Denote x =
∑
i=1→k wibi, however, estimate wi as ŵi statistically as follows:
3: di ← x− bi . Get difference vectors of the neighboring backbone pixels to the
central non-backbone pixels
4: D ← [dT1 , . . . ,dTk ] . Put the difference vectors together as column vectors


















Spectral Subsetting for Local
Adaptive Methods
Most of the improvements for the ISOMAP in the proposed workflow are based on
the concept of adaptively choosing appropriate parameters for different parts of the
manifold in various steps of the workflow. Ideally each data point should have its
own property, for example, how noisy it is, and how many neighboring points it should
connect to to best approximate the local manifold using a k-Nearest Neighbor graph, etc.
However, as data-driven methods, dimensionality reduction methods rely on statistics
and data geometry derived from multiple data points. This is also a requirement for
other steps of the workflow, such as regression and adaptive kNN graph construction.
The proposed workflow tries to balance the trade-off between these two factors, by
slicing the dataset into local subsets. With appropriate subsetting methods and number
of subsets, statistical and geometrical methods can still be used in each subset, while
different parameters can be applied to each subset.
Therefore, the goal of subsetting is to maintain the spectral similarity within each
subset, and maximize inter-subset difference. In this way, each subset can be treated
as spectrally local region, while all subsets form a global structure. Thus we call this
procedure “spectral subsetting”. By using this technique, data points in each spectral
subset should have spectral similarity.
It is not difficult to see that the subsetting should be done in manifold space, con-
sidering the nonlinear properties of the hyperspectral data. To be exact, the subsetting
should be based on “global manifolds, local spectra”, or “global nonlinear, local linear”.
However, we should also note that the input of our workflow is spectral data, while the
manifold is the output. An approximation strategy should be considered to make sure
the subsetting is globally nonlinear, unless more than one iteration of the workflow is
available as one option, which enables the manifold output to be used as inputs of the
29
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next iteration of the workflow.
Two major subsetting techniques are discussed in this chapter with the global non-
linearity considered when performing spectral subsetting. These techniques are also
from two perspectives of a trade-off. In addition, multiple-iteration methods are also
discussed in the following sections.
3.1 Random Skeletonization Subsetting
Random skeletonization[4] used in ENH-ISOMAP (see Chapter 2) could also serve as a
spectral subsetting technique, but obviously with a much larger neighborhood limit. To
subset the data with a fixed size for subsets, random skeletonization with fixed number
of nearest neighbors is used. Each iteration a pixel is chosen randomly in the remaining
pixels from the previous iteration. This pixel and its k-nearest neighbor pixels in spectral
space are removed as one subset, which ensures the subset’s spectral neighborhood.
Exhaustive selection makes sure the subsets cover the whole distribution[4]. Spectral
radius of each subset should also be limited, in case the subset covers a wide region of
spectral space, especially in the last few steps of the iteration, when the rest of pixels
are mostly scattered leftovers or outliers.
For the same reason, a new implementation consideration is proposed: the iterations
should be stopped when the number of pixels left is below a certain limit. The rest
of the pixels should be assigned to their nearest existing subsets since they are likely
leftovers or outliers, while continued iterations would yield very few pixels in subsets.
This is implemented by looking for the pixel’s nearest “landmark” (the central pixel
each previous iteration takes out) and assigning it to the landmark’s subset.
This method significantly increases the variability of the workflow. If random skele-
tonization is used in both of the spectral subsetting steps (for local MNF denoising and
refined landmark selection for ENH-ISOMAP), the standard deviation of the final result
is even larger. Best results may be obtained by repeated experiments. Also, the risk of
containing a discontinuity in the manifold in a spectral subset (discussed previously in
this section) might be avoided in some trials of repeated experiments. This technique
should be avoided if computational resources are limited.
3.2 Recursive First Principal Component Subsetting
An efficient and effective deterministic method using the idea of Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is developed to solve the subsetting problem. The method uses hyper-
planes to divide the data into subsets. Ideally the hyperplanes should be in manifold
space. If only spectral data is available, using any linear coordinate space would in-
troduce an incorrect grouping. However, if a recursive technique is used, this incorrect
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grouping can be largely eliminated. The method used is called Recursive First Principal
Component Subsetting (RFPC).
3.2.1 Important Characteristics
Given a data distribution, a hyperplane can be found to divide the data into two halves
by their coordinates of the first principal component. The PCA will find the first
principal component coordinate basis as the direction of the most significant variation.
Each half of the division has local spectral similarity if only the first principal component
is included in the computation. As we discussed above, the spectral similarity should
be compared by using manifold coordinates to address nonlinearity. If PCA is used for
subsetting, only the first principal component is used to avoid including more errors from
the linear assumption. This is the first important characteristic of the RFPC subsetting.
The subsetting is performed in a recursive binary manner. For each recursion, the
data is divided into two halves by using two data points with the first principal compo-
nent coordinates that are closest to the median value of all data points. This procedure is
repeated recursively on the two halves of each half of the data, until the desired number
of subsets is reached. By performing PCA recursively, and only dividing the data into
two halves, the linear assumption is only used to divide the data once each time, and
then a new major structure is approximated using PCA in the new subset comparatively
locally. In this way, the harm of the linear assumption when subsetting is minimized,
and the PCA is done as locally as possible. Essentially PCA is able to adjusting to local
regions as soon as possible in this way. This is the second important characteristic of
the RFPC subsetting, and the most important treatment of the technique.
Compared to the random skeletonization, this technique is fast and reliable in one run
for typical applications. For the special case where a highly folded manifold is involved, it
is still possible that a subset may contain two discontinuous parts of a manifold. With
enough recursions, the two discontinuous parts can always be separated. Therefore,
special handling could be applied to regions that more likely contain discontinuous parts
of a manifold, where enough recursions are guaranteed to separate these parts. However,
this special handling is often not necessary since the spectral subsetting here, as a
preliminary step for convenience manipulations later, doesn’t require a local manifold
strictly; the k-Nearest Neighbor Graph construction plays a much more important role
in the manifold estimation, as we will show later in Section 7.4.2.
Fig. 3.1 shows the examples of RFPC applied on a high curvature dataset–the Swiss
roll dataset. Fig. 3.1a and 3.1b show the first 2 recursions of the subsetting. The PCA
in the first two steps are finding the maximum linear variance, thus fails to result correct
subsetting for this highly nonlinear dataset, because the two layers of the Swiss roll data
which are close in spectral space but clearly far away in manifold space (very different
pieces on the manifold) is grouped into one subset. This problem can be solved as we
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perform more recursions, until at some recursion level the variance on the direction
that is crossing the gap of the manifold is larger than any other linear variances in this
subset, in which case the two pieces on different part of the manifold can be separated
successfully. From Fig. 3.1c and 3.1d we can see that at least 28 subsets should be sliced
using RFPC (5 recursions) to avoid any incorrect cross-manifold subsetting. Note that
the number of subsets does not have to be the power of two if the mean value of PCA
coordinates is used to slice the data, as discussed above.
3.2.2 Practical Considerations
Using the median value as the division point requires the number of subsets to be the
power of 2; Otherwise there will be some subsets that have twice the number of pixels
than other subsets. If a more flexible number of subsets is required, one can use the
mean value of the first principal component coordinates as the division point. Using this
method, each subset has different sizes. To alleviate this problem, instead of applying
PCA recursively, one can use a priority queue to store the reference to subsets, with
the priority to be the size of subsets. Each time the subset with the largest number of
pixels is taken out and divided; the resulting two halves are put into the priority queue
as new subsets, until the required number of subsets is reached.
There are other more accurate data subsetting techniques, such as k-means[34] and
ISODATA[35]. Techniques of this kind usually take too much time for each iteration
and require too many iterations to obtain convergence, especially when the number of
subsets are high. Therefore they are not practical for our application.
3.3 Practical Considerations of Spectral Subsetting in the
Proposed Workflow
Spectral subsetting is the basis of local spectral adaptive methods, and an essential
prerequisite for local MNF regression, guided landmark selection for ENH-ISOMAP,
and adaptive kNN graph construction.
Local MNF regression, guided landmark selection for ENH-ISOMAP, and adaptive
kNN graph construction have different requirements for spectral subsetting. Generally,
they all require that the subsets cover all data. Viewed in spectral space, the subsets
should cover the geometric structure of the data distribution. For local MNF regression,
since MNF applied in subsets is a linear transformation, data distribution in subsets
should be generally linear. This requires adaptive sizes of subsets, and deliberately
chosen boundaries for subsets. Practically, because the MNF reduction in subsets are
quite relaxed, i.e., the number of reduced dimensions is small, choosing a fixed size of
subsets is often enough and easier to implement, and local linearity might not be a strict
requirement.
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For guided landmark selection for ENH-ISOMAP, which will be discussed in 5.2
and 5.3, spectral subsetting has similar requirements except that local linearity may
or may not be a requirement depending on whether one chooses a linear or nonlinear
local noise model. Also, using a fixed size of subsets makes implementation much easier.
Practically, there is an additional trade-off: when using a nonlinear local noise model
such as a local manifold, the size of the subsets has more impact on computation time.
However, the size should not be too small since we will need at least several landmarks in
a subset that can restore the local manifold, while keep the total number of landmarks
within a practical limit. Typically, 500-pixel subsets with 10 landmarks in each is a
practical choice for a 105 pixel image, which yields 2000 landmarks in total.
For adaptive kNN graph construction, the number of subsets depends on the method
used to estimate intrinsic dimensionality, and is often chosen empirically.
We should note that there is a fundamental limitation of spectral subsetting. Spec-
tral subsetting is used with the assumption that local spectral subsets have spectral
similarity. This is only true when local spectral subsets contain one continuous man-
ifold. Ideally, only local region on a manifold, not a local region in spectral space,
guarantees spectral similarity. As a preliminary step, manifold information is not avail-
able yet. Spectral subsetting will be shown to be sufficient as a preliminary step here in
practice. There are special cases, though, where this technique will not work well. For
example, for a highly folded manifold in spectral space, one spectral subset would cover
two discontinuous parts of a manifold, which “seem” to have spectral similarity but are
distinct on the manifold. This problem might be relieved by choosing small enough
subsets, using different subsetting techniques, or using a multiple-iteration workflow.
3.4 Multiple-Iteration Workflow
As discussed in previous sections, with spectral data as the only input, we can either
choose random skeletonization or RFPC as the subsetting technique, while the random
skeletonization could bring large variability as an initial step, which left RFPC as the
best solution for a one-iteration workflow. If time permits, more than one iteration of
the workflow can be applied. Here more than one iteration means using the manifold
output of a previous iteration of the workflow as the input of the next iteration of
the workflow. This section provides a preliminary discussion of possible strategies for
multiple-iteration workflow.
The simplest strategy of multiple iteration workflow is to directly feed the next
iteration of the manifold data, as if it is spectral data. For an ideal manifold learning
algorithm, the resulting manifold should not change, as the nonlinear structures of the
dataset is already fully unfolded. However, given that a dataset is only an imperfect
under-sampled manifold, plus the change of local properties across each iteration of the
workflow, the manifold will change after each iteration, and there is no guarantee of
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the absence of degeneration. In other words, using current theories and techniques for
the proposed workflow, the resulting manifold after each iteration can either improve or
worsen.
A second strategy is to only use the manifold of the previous iteration for the purpose
of subsetting, while using the same original spectral data as inputs of each iteration.
Specifically, subsetting the data for the next iteration is based on the manifold coor-
dinates of the previous iteration; after the subsetting of data points is established, the
spectral values of each data point are still used for the next iteration. The subsetting
can be recursively binary, similar to RFPC subsetting, and only the first manifold coor-
dinate is used to divide the data. This strategy should be able to improve the subsetting
accuracy. The disadvantage is that the processing time is significantly increased.
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(a) 2 subsets (b) 4 subsets
(c) 16 subsets (d) 28 subsets
Figure 3.1: Recursive First Principal Component Subsetting (RFPC) on Swiss roll
data. Colors indicate the data in different split subsets, given the subset number (a) 2,
(b) 4, (c) 16, (d) 28 (the number does not need to be the power of 2). The Swiss roll
data here require at least splitting into 28 subsets to prevent inaccurate subsetting, the
examples of which are labeled in (b) and (c). The colors are shuffled across (a) - (d) for
visualization purposes.
Chapter 4
Local Noise Models in ISOMAP
The local noise can be modeled by embedding spaces that have the properties that their
dimensions are sorted by significance, either variances, or signal-to-noise ratio in terms
of variances. For small enough local regions, linear embedding spaces might be enough,
while manifold spaces could provide better models. For highly noisy local regions, MNF
space might provide better modeling. There could be other embedding spaces such as
commute time distance[36] that can provide perspectives of random walk on the nearest
neighbor graph. This chapter discusses of such embedding spaces, with an emphasis on
their ability to model local noise. Then several usages of these local noise models to
improve of global manifold learning for hyperspectral imagery are discussed. The use of
PCA, MNF, ISOMAP as local noise models for guided landmark selection applying on
synthetic data subsets are shown and compared in Chapter 5.
4.1 Embedding Spaces as Local Noise Models
In this section, several embedding spaces that could serve as noise models are discussed.
An embedding often refers to an instance of a mathematical structure contained
(embedded) within another instance. Specifically, in dimensionality reduction, an em-
bedding space is a subspace with a lower dimension s embedded in the original high
dimensional space with dimension D, thus D > s. Therefore, a perfect embedding
with dimension s is supposed to have a corresponding subspace with s dimensions that
fully covers the variances of the data, and a corresponding transformation (or mapping)
from the original D-dimensional space to embedding s-dimensional space. However,
due to the imperfection of signal acquisition, processing, and modeling, the embedding
space often cannot cover all the variances. The variances that cannot be covered by the
embedding space are often considered as noise variances. The dimensionality reduction
problem is essentially to find an embedding space that can cover the significant variances
36
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of the data and discard the less significant leftover variances as noise.
Therefore, there is potential to make use of embedding space, or its transformation,
as a noise model to separate the noise from signals, from the perspective of data-driven
methods. If the model is applied in a local region in feature space, it can serve as a local
noise model.
Unfortunately, there are some difficulties in using embedding spaces as local noise
models. Firstly, as we discussed in Chapter 2, there is no perfect data-driven method for
dimensionality reduction to derive a correct embedding space from an under-sampled
sparse dataset. The common problems of linear dimensionality reduction methods could
be alleviated by using nonlinear methods, and multiple optimization techniques could be
used to reduce computational burdens and improve model accuracy by addressing noise
problems. In this research, we decided to optimize ISOMAP-based techniques to balance
the requirements of global and local properties of the embedding space. Similarly, for
the use of embedding spaces as local noise models, the imperfection of noise models still
exists even it is less significant when we only apply the models in local regions. The
positive side is that it is safer to assume local linearity for a small local region, and
even considering nonlinear models, we often don’t need to worry about computational
burdens since the dataset is much smaller than the global set.
Moreover, the noise variance separation is based on certain assumptions on the
embedding space. For example, separating by variance magnitude as in PCA is based
on the assumption that noise variances is smaller than signal variances, which is not
necessarily true. Less significant components, or even the least significant component
might represent structured data while more significant component might represent noise,
as discussed in [37]. One may plot the histogram of each dimension and find out that
a more significant dimension conforms to a normal distribution, which is more likely
a noise distribution, while a less significant dimension does not conform to a normal
distribution.
Separating by signal-to-noise ratio as in MNF heavily relies on the noise variance
estimation. With no or limited prior information and a good noise estimation method,
MNF seems to be a better embedding space in terms of noise modeling. In this section,
three such embedding spaces are discussed and will be studied and evaluated in this
research.
Finally, given no or limited prior information, there is no perfect way to determine
the dimensions of embedding space s, or to determine the noise variance dimensions
(D − s). This problem will be discussed in Section 4.2.
4.1.1 Minimum Noise Fraction Space
As we discussed in Section 2.1.1, NAPC is mathematically equivalent to MNF. Here we
use the NAPC transformation to represent the MNF embedding space transformation.
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Given the noise covariance matrix ΣN , the data X in the noise whitened space Xw is





where Uw and Λw are the left singular vectors and singular values of the noise
covariance matrix. The data is then transformed into the NAPC space (or MNF space)
by another linear transformation
Y = XwV (4.2)
where V are the right singular vectors of Xw. Therefore, the linear transform from
spectral space to MNF can be represented by
Y = XΦd (4.3)






ISOMAP is used to construct manifold coordinates in local region. ISOMAP is based on
CMDS, with the dissimilarity matrix measured by geodesic distance, which is estimated
from a kNN graph. Considering the last step of CMDS, the eigendecomposition of Gram
matrix G is calculated as
G = UΛUT (4.5)
where Λ = diag(
√
λ1, . . . ,
√





where Σd = diag(
√
λ1, . . . ,
√
λd), and Ud is the first d leading column vectors of U[6].
Thus the leading components represent the structural signals, and trivial components
represent noise variances in manifold space.
4.2 Determination of Noise Variance Dimensions
This section reviews some techniques to determine the dimensions of noise variance
(D − s), or conversely, the dimensions of geometric structure of the embedding space,
the intrinsic dimensionality s.
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There have been many reviews conceiving the methods of determining the “stop-
ping rules”, which determine the number of principal components to interpret the data
in PCA. [38] reviewed and categorized the stopping rules into two groups: heuristic
procedures and statistical procedures.
A popular heuristic method is the scree plot. One plots the values or the log values of
each successive eigenvalue against the rank order. The smaller eigenvalues representing
random variation (random noise) tend to be along a straight line, and a turning point
can be found to distinguish the interpretable structured data and random noise, as
shown in Figure 4.1. However, this is rather a vague criterion. Also, for more random
data (less structured data), the scree plot is smoother with no turning point. Many
variations of this method have been proposed to alleviate this problem[38].
Component Number



















Random Data (Broken Stick Model)
Structured Data
Figure 4.1: An example of scree plot of eigenvalues from PCA of a 12-variable dataset of
randomly generated, uncorrelated data, compared to that of a dataset with underlying
structure[38].
Another heuristic method that can also be interpreted by the scree plot is the
“broken-stick” method[38]. The idea is that the principal components that have cor-
responding eigenvalues higher than that of the component with the same rank from a
random distribution are considered interpretable and should be kept. For example, in
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Figure 4.1, the first 3 components of the structured data have the eigenvalues higher
than the random data with the same dimensions. The eigenvalues of the random data







where p is the number of dimensions, and bk is the eigenvalue of the k-th component
of the random data.[38]
A simpler method called “proportion of total variance”[38] is also very popular. This
method simply includes the significant components until the total variance comprising a
certain portion of the total variance is reached, with the portion typically chosen as 95%.
Note that this cumulative variance is represented by the cumulative set of eigenvalues.
However, this method is often deemed unreliable[38].
[38] also reviewed several statistical methods, which are relatively more complicated
and will not be discussed here. [38] evaluated the performance of these methods using
simulated data. The broken-stick method was reported as being both accurate and
simple to implement.
[39] provided a comprehensive review of more advanced stopping rules for PCA. It
also remarked that the selection of methods should based on the particular correlation
structure of the dataset.
[40, 41, 42] uses a k-Nearest-Neighbor graph to estimate the intrinsic dimensionality
in manifold learning. The intrinsic dimensionality is used to determine the optimal k
to construct the kNN graph of a local region by analyzing the trend of the decreasing
of the intrinsic dimensionality when increasing k. Since our goal is to determine the
intrinsic dimensionality of a local region, this method could also potentially be used to
determine the number of dimensions containing structured data.
In this research, we first adopted a quite relaxed metric to determine the noise
dimensions to minimize the loss of “trivial” signal structure. More sophisticated methods
will be investigated.
4.3 Estimation of Noise Covariance in Spectral or Embed-
ding Space
The estimation of noise covariance is essential to the success of MNF. In the proposed
workflow, MNF is used in three steps, local MNF regression, local MNF as a noise model,
and post MNF reduction in manifold space. A common noise covariance estimation
method used in MNF reduction is the “shift-difference”, where the difference between
each pixel and its spatially nearest neighbor on the right and bottom in a relatively
uniform region are used to calculate covariance. However, this method is vulnerable
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to spatial non-uniformity and none of our three uses of MNF has spatial information
available.
Other noise covariance estimation methods include the method exploiting spectral
correlation[43], and the method combining spatial and spectral information together to
model the noise[44].
In our research, we found that the “shift-difference” in feature space as a noise
estimation method is simple and effective. Specifically, the difference between each
pixel and its nearest neighbor in feature space is used as a noise observation to calculate
covariance. Here the feature space could be spectral space or manifold space depending
on the application.
When using this method, the statistical outliers should be carefully managed. One
can plot the histogram of all nearest neighbor distances to examine whether it is similar
to a normal distribution. Due to the sparsity and under-sampling nature of hyperspectral
imagery, there must be many pixels that are far from their nearest neighbor in feature
space, in which case the difference represents a structural shift, not noise shift. These
statistical outliers can be easily excluded. Detailed methods will be discussed in Section
7.2.2.
However, excluding outliers is not enough to separate noise shift and structural shift
in nearest neighbor differences. More sophisticated methods should be investigated to
provide a more accurate method of noise estimation.
When the measured noise covariance in spectral space is available, the measured
noise covariance should be used if possible, instead of estimating from the data.
4.4 Local Minimum Noise Fraction Regression
Since the MNF is a linear transformation, it can be used as a regression method as in
Principal Component Regression (PCR), where an additional step is added to transform




where Y ∈ Rd is the data with reduced dimensions, and X ∈ Rn is the reduced data
transformed back to the original n-dimensional space.
The dimensions of the data are not reduced in this procedure, but the noise is reduced
by the regression using MNF as the noise model.
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4.5 Local Noise Models Guided Landmark Selection for
ENH-ISOMAP
When the embedding spaces discussed in Section 4.1 are used for dimensionality re-
duction purposes, the embedding spaces often have a dimensionality d lower than the
original dimensionality n, by retaining only the leading dimensions representing struc-
tural signals and discarding the noise. When using the embedding spaces as local noise
models to guide the landmark selection in ENH-ISOMAP, we may need both the signals
and noise. Therefore, the data is transformed into the embedding space without loosing
dimensions. Then a criterion is adopted to separate signal and noise dimensions.
Since both signal and noise dimensions are available, the guidance of landmark selec-
tion can be implemented from two perspectives, the avoidance of noisy pixels by using
noise information, and the maximum coverage of structured signals by using signal in-
formation.
Chapter 5
Local Noise Model Guided
Landmark Selection
In this chapter, two metrics are first proposed to evaluate the landmark set in spectrally
local subsets in terms of manifold preservation. The first one is the landmark manifold
coordinates, and the second one is the estimated manifold pairwise distances root-mean-
square error (RMSE). The effectiveness of the two metrics are then evaluated using
synthetic cases.
Based on the research of evaluation metrics of landmarks in local manifolds, two re-
finement strategies are proposed with some trade-offs. The trial and evaluation strategy
using an effective local landmark evaluation metric may yield better result with a longer
time, while the half-deterministic strategy will often yield good enough result in much
less time. Three major steps of the half-deterministic strategy are studied in detail, in
considerations of noise avoidance and geometric structure coverage.
5.1 Local Noise Model Guided Landmark Evaluation
The goal of landmark selection is to construct a good estimation of the original manifold
in the full scene. On the other hand, as long as subsets are small enough, the original
ISOMAP algorithm can be applied in practical running time on all pixels in a subset
to construct manifold coordinates. As we discussed in Section 4.1, these local manifold
coordinates can serve as a noise model to guide landmark selection. Moreover, using the
manifold coordinates calculated from the all-pixel ISOMAP algorithm as the “ground
truth” manifold, we can evaluate the authenticity of the manifold estimated by selected
landmarks by comparing with the ground-truth manifold. We will discuss two metrics
here.
43
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5.1.1 Landmark Evaluation by Subset Landmark Manifold Coordi-
nates
The estimated manifold is constructed using a modified version of landmark ISOMAP.
The manifold is essentially a manifold constructed by selected landmarks. Therefore the
manifold coordinates of the landmarks on the estimated manifold and the ground-truth
manifold can be compared directly.
Because the manifold is constructed by a few landmarks, one will observe a quick
drop of the variances in resulting manifold coordinates. For example, typically we can
choose 10 landmarks from a 500-pixel subset; the estimated manifold by landmarks only
has 10 dimensions. The variances after 5th dimension will be very small. It is more
meaningful to only compare the coordinates of the first 4 to 5 significant dimensions of
the estimated manifold.
As long as the landmarks can well represent the significant dimensions of varia-
tion on the ground-truth manifold, the first few dimensions of the estimated manifold
should be the same, or at least, similar to the first few dimensions of the ground-truth
manifold. The manifold coordinates of the landmarks should also be similar in this
case. For a badly distributed landmark set, not only the coordinates of the landmarks
are quite different from the ground-truth manifold, but the order of coordinates of the
estimated manifold may also be changed because the landmark set fails to span the
ground-truth manifold and the estimated manifold coordinates have a new order ac-
cording to variances. One example of comparison in a subset is shown in Figure 5.1.
For the well-distributed case, both the first two dimensions have good correspondence
between ground-truth and estimated manifold; for the ill-distributed case, only the first
dimension has good correspondence visually from the figure.
The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of all the landmarks’ first few significant di-
mensions of the estimated manifold coordinates can be calculated. The mean RMSE
weighted by dimension sequence can be calculated to get a single number metric.
Notice that the sign of the coordinates may be inverted for one dimension of the
manifold, since the coordinates are computed separately for ground-truth and estimated
manifold from the proximity matrix. Therefore, the RMSE is calculated both for the
estimated manifold coordinates and the inverted coordinates; the smaller RMSE is taken.
The drawback of this method is that the metric may not be statistically stable since
the metric is calculated from a few landmarks only.
5.1.2 Landmark Evaluation by Estimated Subset Manifold Pairwise
Distances
Another intuitive way to evaluate the estimated manifold is to see whether the estimated
manifold has less geometric structural distortion compared to the ground-truth manifold.
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(a) Well-distributed case
(b) Ill-distributed case
Figure 5.1: Landmark Manifold Coordinates of Ground-truth Manifold and Estimated
Manifold in a Local Spectral Subset for Two Landmark Sets
Firstly, one would consider comparing all pixels’ coordinates of the manifold esti-
mated by landmark ISOMAP, to that of the ground-truth manifold. However, this is
impossible if we take a look at the original landmark ISOMAP algorithm: after calcu-
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lating manifold from landmarks, the coordinates of non-landmark pixels are calculated
from a linear transform that maintains the pairwise geodesic distances from this pixel
to all landmarks[4]. The new coordinates of non-landmarks don’t guarantee the coordi-
nates are the same as the original manifold calculated from all pixels. In fact, they can
be quite different. This is because the constraint of the transformation is the geodesic
distances from non-landmark pixels to all landmarks; there are no constraints between
each pair of non-landmark pixels.
To solve this problem, we need a more robust metric and avoid using non-landmark
pixels’ coordinates directly. Rather than comparing manifold coordinates directly, we
can compare the pairwise distances on the manifold to see if the estimated manifold
maintains the geometric structure. However, existing landmark ISOMAP will main-
tain the distances between landmarks and from landmarks to non-landmark pixels, but
may distort distances between non-landmark pixels. Thus a modification to landmark
ISOMAP is needed.
The second step of the landmark ISOMAP (construct manifold coordinates of non-
landmark pixels) is modified as follows: the non-landmark pixels’ coordinates is con-
structed by the linear combination of the coordinates of its k nearest landmarks, where
k is chosen as 3 empirically. This linear combination is estimated from the correspond-
ing coordinates of the spectral space. This technique is the same as that used in the
“backbone reconstruction” in ENH-ISOMAP.
With the estimated manifold from this modified landmark ISOMAP, we can compare
the pairwise distances on the estimated manifold of all pair of pixels in the subset, to
that on the ground-truth manifold. The assumption is that a well distributed landmark
set should maintain the pairwise geodesic distance as much as possible. To see this
visually, in Figure 5.2, the distances between all pairs on the ground-truth manifold are
sorted from large to small, shown as the green line (thick line). The distances on the
estimated manifold of each corresponding pair are shown as the blue line (thin line).
For a well distributed case, there are more pairs that have distances on the estimated
manifold closer to that on the ground-truth manifold.
The RMSE of the pairwise distance difference can be calculated as a single number
metric.
Also, notice that the estimated manifold tends to have smaller pairwise distances.
This is because the estimation of non-landmark coordinates is based on the local linear
assumption. Subtle curvature between landmarks are smoothed out. Therefore, this
metric is biased to the significant geometric structure preservation of the landmarks. It
is not a metric to estimate the quality of a manifold estimation, but a metric for the
landmark coverage on the major structures. Subtle structures (where the pairs with
large differences to the ground-truth pairs shown even in the well distributed case in
Figure 5.2) may be omitted by this modified algorithm.
This is also the same reason why this modification is not suitable to be used in the
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(a) Well-distributed case
(b) Ill-distributed case
Figure 5.2: All-pixel Manifold Pairwise Distance Comparison of Ground-truth Manifold
and Estimated Manifold in a Local Spectral Subset for Two Landmark Sets
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ENH-ISOMAP. To produce non-landmark coordinates more accurately in the nonlinear
way, we need to use the transformation that will maintain the pairwise geodesic dis-
tances. We can obtain the geodesic distances from non-landmark pixels to all landmarks
by constructing a kNN graph of all pixels in a reasonable time and memory constraints.
On the other hand, in the backbone reconstruction, it is not practical to construct the
kNN graph for the whole scene, where the locally linear combination technique is used
as a technical choice. Here, however, the locally linear combination technique is chosen
not for technical constraints, but to put more emphasis on significant structure coverage
of landmarks, and also to develop a practical metric.
5.1.3 Validation of Evaluation Metrics
The validity of the proposed metrics are assessed using two series of deliberately chosen
landmark sets (10 landmarks) in a spectral subset (500 pixels) from a real hyperspectral
image.
The first series starts from a hand-picked well-distributed landmark set. Then we
deliberately perturb more and more landmarks (change one landmark each time to
another randomly chosen pixel). The metrics should show an increasing error.
For the second series, the landmark set is chosen such that they have an extremely
limited distribution on the first few significant dimensions of the ground-truth manifold.
For example, if we limit the landmark distribution in the first dimension of the manifold,
the landmark will not cover the most significant geometric structure (the maximum vari-
ation on the ground-truth manifold) at all. This is done by choosing the 10 pixels with
the first manifold coordinate values closest to 0. As we limit the landmark distribution
on the more and more significant dimensions of the manifold (shown in the table in the
order of from right to left, as we limiting the landmark distribution in the 4th, 3rd,
2nd, and 1st significant dimensions respectively) the metrics should show an increasing
error. The maximum error is reached as we limit the landmark distribution on the first
dimension of the manifold.
In Table 5.1 and 5.2, two metrics are shown for the above two series of landmark
sets. The pairwise distance metric shows a better performance in characterizing these
errors.
Num. of Perturbed Landmarks from Good Dist. 0 1 2 3
Landmark Coordinate RMS 0.2476 0.2523 0.2450 0.2317
Manifold Pairwise Distances RMS 8.52 9.01 9.18 10.07
Table 5.1: Validation of Landmark Evaluation Metrics by Perturbing Landmarks from
Well-distributed Set
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Limit Landmark Distribution on #th Dimension 1 2 3 4
Landmark Coordinate RMS 0.2733 0.2730 0.2399 0.2509
Manifold Pairwise Distances RMS 16.77 11.40 9.93 9.08
Table 5.2: Validation of Landmark Evaluation Metrics by Limiting Landmark Distribu-
tion on Different Dimensions of Manifold
5.2 Landmark Refinement using Trial and Evaluation
ENH-ISOMAP uses random skeletonization[4] to choose landmarks across all pixels.
One may run several times to potentially achieve a better result by choosing a best
case. By using the landmark evaluation metrics to evaluate the landmark set selected
by random skeletonization in spectral subsets, we can achieve similar performance with
much less running time. This is because the ground-truth manifold in each subsets can
be calculated within practical time, and the trial-and-evaluation is done in subsets. The
landmarks chosen in each subset can be combined together to run the eigendecompo-
sition once, instead of running ENH-ISOMAP with global skeletonization many times,
where each time an eigendecomposition on all landmarks is required.
The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.
According to the validation of the two proposed metrics in Section 5.1.3, the pairwise
distance metric is chosen in the algorithm.
5.3 Landmark Refinement using Half-Deterministic Work-
flow
To further compress the running time of the workflow, a more deterministic method is
sought. The overview of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5, and the sub-steps of
landmark preselection by noise, and selection by structure coverage, are shown in the
forms of function definition in Algorithm 6 and 7.
The algorithm make uses of a local noise model in spectral subsets. The model can
be either local manifold coordinates, or local MNF coordinates, depending on the trade-
off between local linearity assumption and running time. This is different from the local
trial and evaluation method in Section 5.2, where only local manifold can be used since
the metrics are specifically designed for landmark ISOMAP in subsets.
To refine the procedure, the landmark set is chosen in consideration of three aspects
as follows.
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Algorithm 4 Landmark Refinement using Trial and Evaluation
Precondition: Data split by spectral similarity into local subsets
Input: Pixels in n subsets {Sn}, required number of landmarks for each subset nl,
number of trial and evaluation iterations imax
Output: Refined landmark set {L} for all pixels
1: for k = 1 . . . n do
2: Initialization emax =∞, {l}k,optimal = ∅ . Initial landmark set and minimum
of errors
3: for i = 1 . . . imax do
4: M ← Isomap(Sk) . Run ISOMAP on all pixels in the subset
5: {l} ← RandomSkeletonization(Sk, nl) . Using random skeletonization
to find nl landmarks
6: e ← LandmarkEvaluationRMSE(M, {l}) . Evaluate the landmark set
l using ground-truth manifold M, and get RMSE
7: if e < emax then
8: emax ← e






k=1...n{l}k,optimal . Combine optimal landmark sets from all subsets
Algorithm 5 Landmark Refinement using Half-Deterministic Workflow
Precondition: Data split by spectral similarity into local subsets
Input: Pixels in n subsets {Sn}, required number of landmarks for each subset nl
Output: Refined landmark set {L} for all pixels
1: for k = 1 . . . n do
2: M ← Model(Sk) . Run noise model, e.g., ISOMAP, or MNF, to get
coordinates on all pixels in the subset
3: {l}k,1 ← PreselectionByNoise(Sk, M, 0.8· Size(Sk))
4: {l}k,2 ← RandomSkeletonization({l}k,1, 5nl))




k=1...n{l}k,optimal . Combine optimal landmark sets from all subsets
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Algorithm 6 Landmark Preselection by Noise
Input: Pixel set Sk, noise model as a matrix Mmn = [Mij ], where i-th row represents
i-th dimensions of the embedding space, and j-th column represents j-th pixel,
number of landmark candidates to select k
Output: Selected landmark candidates {l}k,1
1: function PreselectionByNoise(Sk, M, k)
2: vj ←
∑
i=11...m Mij , j = 1, 2, . . . , n . Get sum of values of “noise” dimensions,
11 is chosen empirically, and 11 m
3: {l}k,1 ← {{Sk}j |j1,...,k}, where vj1...k has the first k minimum value
4: return {l}k,1
5: end function
Algorithm 7 Landmark Selection by Structure Coverage
Input: Landmark candidate set lk,2, noise model as a matrix Mmn = [Mij ], where i-th
row represents i-th dimensions of the embedding space, and j-th column represents
j-th pixel, number of landmarks to select nl
Output: Selected landmarks {l}k,optimal
1: function SelectionByStructureCoverage({l}k,2,M, nl))
2: {l}k,optimal ← ∅
3: M ← [Mi({l}k,2)] . Only need coordinates for landmark candidates
4: if nl = 10 then
5: for i = 1 . . . 5 do
6: {l}k,optimal ← {l}k,optimal ∪ {[lk,2]j |j = arg maxj [Mij ]}
7: {l}k,optimal ← {l}k,optimal ∪ {[lk,2]j |j = arg minj [Mij ]}
8: end for
9: end if. Note that the selection scheme is designed empirically for each possible
nl; only nl = 10 is shown here
10: return {l}k,optimal
11: end function
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Preselection Step Concerning Noise Avoidance
The first consideration is to avoid choosing noisy pixels as landmarks. According to
the noise models, pixels with higher coordinate values in less significant dimensions
are more likely to be noisy pixels. As the first step of the half-deterministic strategy,
a preselection is performed to exclude noisy pixels. The preselection percentage and
non-noise dimensions should be specified.
Similar to local MNF, as a preliminary step, a less strict constraint should be applied.
In practice, 70% to 90% preselection percentage is chosen–only 10% to 30% pixels are
discarded in this step. For non-noise dimensions, considering typical spectral subset’s
intrinsic dimensionality as well as a less strict constraint, typically the first 10 dimensions
are considered as non-noise dimensions, in which case the average absolute coordinates
(root-mean-square) from the 11th dimension for each pixel is calculated, and 10% to
30% pixels with the largest calculated average absolute coordinates are discarded.
Preselection Step Concerning Randomness and Proximity Avoidance
The selected landmarks should not be too similar to each other, or too closed to each
other in manifold space. Otherwise, the two similar landmarks are more likely represent-
ing noise variation, not major geometric structure. In practice, within a local spectral
subset, this requirement can be approximated by avoiding proximity in spectral space.
The selection strategy shown in Section ?? does not guarantee the non-proximity of
the landmarks. Therefore, we add a preselection step to avoid proximity by techniques
similar to spectral subsetting, where an approximately central pixel in each subset is
chosen as a landmark candidate.
Random skeletonization is used here in each subset. By moving random skeletoniza-
tion from global to local spectral space, the variation of the final result is largely reduced.
It is still a random procedure, and some randomness remains. This compromise is a re-
sult of the trade-off such that one run can highly possibly yield a good result but repeated
runs can also be employed, when necessary, to get an even better result that possibly
exceeds any known deterministic method, at the cost of additional computation.
Empirically a candidate pool selected in this step that should contain pixels with
the number approximately 5 to 10 times the number of required landmarks.
Final Selection Step Concerning Geometric Structure Restoration
The most important consideration is the geometric structure coverage of a quite limited
number of landmarks. This is done by choosing landmarks (from the candidate pool
yielded by two the preselection steps) that cover the variation of the first few significant
dimensions of the noise model. To simplify the procedure, each dimension is considered
separately. If two landmarks are designated to cover one dimension, the two pixels with
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the maximum and minimum coordinates of this dimension is selected; if three landmarks
are designated to cover one dimension, the pixel with median coordinate is selected as
the third landmark. Considering both the limited intrinsic dimensionality in spectral
subsets and the limited number of landmarks, typically only the first 4 to 5 dimensions
are considered.
The specific strategy is chosen empirically for different cases. For example, suppose
that the requirement is to choose 10 landmarks in each subset. Each subset has 50 to 100
landmark candidates from the preselection steps. Considering 4 significant dimensions,
the selection can be weighted such that 3 landmarks are selected considering each of
the first two dimensions, and 2 landmarks are selected considering the 3rd and 4th di-
mension. Considering 5 significant dimensions, each dimension should have 2 landmarks
selected.
A more sophisticated strategy is to choose different numbers of landmarks adap-
tively for each spectral subset, potentially according to cumulative variance curve from
the noise model, or pixel density / sparsity. This strategy may require the consideration
of spectral subsetting with adaptive sizes. Also, one should consider both the constraints
that the landmarks in each subset should be enough to make use of noise model guid-
ance, and that the total number of landmarks derived from the scene is limited by the
computational resources.
5.4 Effectiveness and Comparison of Local Noise Models
As discussed above, many embedding spaces can be used as noise models, and different
embedding spaces may have different characteristics that may be suitable to different
scenarios. A synthetic 3-dimensional dataset is used to visualize the difference among
three embedding spaces, PCA, MNF, ISOMAP, when used as local noise models to guide
landmark selection. The random skeletonization preselection is ignored in the following
examples.
Fig. 5.3 shows the results of noise avoidance preselection applied on a linear, highly
noisy synthetic data. The data is a rectangular grid with the noise added to the third
dimension with a normal distribution as shown in the figure. The noisy points have
the same number as the non-noise points. Note that this space corresponds to the
spectral space in hyperspectral data, except for that this subset of data can be adequately
represented in 3 dimensions for visualization purposes. The data is transformed into
PCA, MNF, ISOMAP spaces, and the trivial dimension (3rd) is considered as noise
dimension. Then, 50% of the points with higher absolute values in noise dimensions are
considered as noisy pixels. Note that the data transformation have no prior knowledge
of that the signal plane is in the first two dimension, and the new transformation is
completely data-driven. As we can see MNF space has the best results: it has the
most signal pixels identified correctly, as it has adjusted by a noise estimation from
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the data. ISOMAP on the other hand has a worse performance since it is not noise
aware. PCA has the worst performance as it is not noise adjusted and limited by linear
transformation.
The noise hit rates (the percentage of correctly identified noisy pixels) for PCA,
MNF, and ISOMAP are 59.7%, 76.0%, 61.2% respectively.
Fig. 5.4 shows the results of maximum variation selection after the noise avoidance
preselection. Specifically in this 3-dimensional case, among the preselected pixels, the 4
pixels that have the maximum / minimum values in the first two dimensions (significant
dimensions, considered as signal dimensions) are selected and labeled in the figure. As
we can see that the MNF has the best performance, where the four corners of the signal
plane are successfully chosen to span the whole signal plan. ISOMAP has a distorted
coverage on the structure, while PCA has the worst coverage and fails to exclude the
noisy pixel being selected.
Fig. 5.5 shows the noise avoidance preselection on a lower-noise, highly curvature
manifold. The synthetic data is produced similarly to the linear data, but then mapped
to 3 quarters of the cylindrical coordinates as shown in the figure. In this case, ISOMAP
is the only method that has a meaningful transformation to construct the embedding
space correctly among the three models. Therefore, the noise point identification accu-
racy for PCA and MNF are much worse. The noise hit rates (the percentage of correctly
identified noisy pixels) for PCA, MNF, and ISOMAP are 47.3%, 47.8%, 50.7% respec-
tively. For maximum variance selection, as shown in Fig. 5.6, ISOMAP best covers the
structure. This result also shows the limitation of ISOMAP without noise-aware treat-
ments, even it can correctly unfolded the nonlinear structure, but the noise points are
still difficult to locate.
The results above show that PCA is not appropriate as a noise model. MNF works
best when the noise level is high, and can be used if the data in subsets are mostly linear,
which can be true if appropriate subsetting parameter is chosen. ISOMAP on the other
hand best handles the highly nonlinear subset data. The computation time should
also be considered, although subset ISOMAP is practical due to the limited number of
pixels, MNF is still much faster to calculate. The choice between MNF and ISOMAP
depends on the type of hyperspectral data and the subsetting parameters, and most
of the time MNF model might be sufficient, while ISOMAP model can provide slightly
better performance.
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Figure 5.3: A linear highly noisy synthetic data subset applied noise avoidance prese-
lection using PCA, MNF, ISOMAP as local noise models.
Figure 5.4: A linear highly noisy synthetic data subset applied maximum variation
selection using PCA, MNF, ISOMAP as local noise models.
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Figure 5.5: A highly-curvature lower-noise synthetic data subset applied noise avoidance
preselection using PCA, MNF, ISOMAP as local noise models.
Figure 5.6: A highly-curvature lower-noise synthetic data subset applied maximum




k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) graph construction is an essential step to estimate the man-
ifold accurately. In ISOMAP algorithms, the goal of kNN graph construction is to form
a graph that approximates the underlying manifold. Due to the nature that a dataset is
an under-sampled set of points of the manifold, and the under-sampling is not uniform,
a good kNN graph approximation is a very difficult task, and often involve a series of
decisions. For example, whether the edge connection strategy is “or” (mutual neigh-
borhood) or “and” (one directional neighborhood), what is the optimal parameter “k”,
and if “k” is chosen adaptively in local subsets, how large the subsets should be, what
nearest neighbor searching technique should be used, and how to ensure graph connec-
tivity, etc. This chapter will focus on the method of local adaptive neighborhood size
for kNN graph construction, i.e., the choosing of “k”, using an intrinsic dimensionality
estimation method.
When addressing the methods of kNN graph construction, the concept of “local
neighborhood” is often used to refer to the data points that are directly connected to
each other; for example, a data point’s local neighborhood is the data points it di-
rectly connects to through edges, including or excluding itself depending on the context.
However, the local neighborhood concept that was used in other chapters of this disser-
tation may often refer to subsets of the whole dataset that have spectral similarity. In
this chapter, the adaptive method will also be based on the same spectral subsetting
framework. This “local neighborhood” or local subsets are often much larger than the
kNN graph’s local neighborhood. This is especially true for the adaptive neighborhood
method proposed in this chapter, as the local adapted parameters will be estimated
leveraging the properties in a local uniform area, which must involve much more data
points on a statistical basis than neighborhoods of a kNN graph which often only involve
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around “k” data points. To avoid confusion, the “local neighborhood” in this chapter
only refers to the local neighborhood of the kNN graph; while “local subset” is used
to refer to the data points with much larger quantities, while still relatively small and
“local” compared to the whole large scale dataset.
6.1 Choosing k Meaningfully
A hyperspectral image is essentially a noisy discrete sampling of the underlying manifold
in high-dimensional spectral space. There is no uniform way to construct a graph over
the whole manifold due to the sampling density non-uniformity and noise.
To be specific, the pixel density of two similar regions could be quite different.
A sparsely sampled region should use fewer connections to neighboring pixels while a
densely sampled region should use more connections to neighboring pixels to produce
a good estimation of the geometric structure. On the other hand, k should be chosen
such that the resulting estimated manifold does not change the geometric structure of
the underlying manifold, while alleviating the noise as much as possible. Therefore, the
value of k should really be chosen adaptively according to local geometric structure.
Unfortunately this is not an easy job.
The easiest way is to choose the same k across the graph empirically. This is because
one of the significant factors determining an appropriate k is the scene and sensor type
of the image. For many applications using the same appropriate k for a hyperspectral
image is often good enough. With the proposed refined landmark selection procedure,
we will see that even if we do not choose k carefully, the dimensionality reduction results
will outperform the original ENH-ISOMAP and global MNF.
A method that derives an appropriate k according to intrinsic dimensionality of a
small patch of hyperspectral images was proposed and discussed in [45, 46, 47, 48].
The theoretical foundation can be found in [40, 41, 42]. The idea is that the intrinsic
dimensionality of a local manifold could be derived from a kNN graph which depends on
the value of k. When k is too high and above a certain limit, the intrinsic dimensionality
starts to drop down fast. This limit of k is the value one should choose for this local
region to get better graph connectivity and noise smoothing, but without undermining
the intrinsic geometric structure of this local manifold. This method is meaningful
mathematically, and it obtains better results than choosing a fixed k across the scene[45,
46, 47, 48]. The difficulty of the implementation mainly lies in finding the appropriate
limit of k since the intrinsic dimensionality is not always statistically dropping down
monotonically with increasing k in real data.
Another method is to derive k according to local density of the pixels in spectral
space[49]. This method is easy to implement and alleviates the effect of density non-
uniformity of pixel sampling on the estimation of manifold. However, the method is
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driven by sampling non-uniformity only and doesn’t consider the fundamental determi-
nants of local geometric structure and noise.
The kNN graph construction is still an open problem and choosing k adaptively
requires a simple but meaningful strategy. Local noise models may open a new door
to the research of this topic. For example, for a local spectral subset, given a local
noise model from the structure, we may use that information to determine the intrinsic
dimensionality and derive the appropriate k from there; special handling can also be
done if the spectral subset is determined to contain discontinuous parts of a manifold. If
we use a local manifold as the noise model, which also requires a k chosen to construct
the local kNN graph, we may perform several iterations using adjusted k to determine
an appropriate k in this subset.
Another consideration is that the k undirected connections of one pixel (or vertex, as
in the terminology of graph theory) have two requirements. The first one is to connect
to all k nearest neighbors, which is the common approach to do when the kNN graph is
described. The second one is to construct the connections to k nearest neighbors only
when this pixel is also among the targeting nearest neighbor pixels’s k nearest neighbor.
This is commonly called mutual kNN[50]. The mutual kNN yields significantly fewer
connections than the common method, and is more likely to yield a disconnected graph
(see the discussion later about graph connectivity). The main consideration of mutual
kNN is to alleviate the “false connection” a pixel may have in a sparsely sampled spectral
region.
6.2 Intrinsic Dimensionality and kNN Graph
The local adaptive method used in the proposed workflow is based on the relationship
between k and the intrinsic dimensionality of the resulting kNN graph for a certain
local data subset. By using the method in [42], a simple connection between k and
intrinsic dimensionality of the kNN graph manifold approximation for a certain subset
of data is built; and then the actual intrinsic dimensionality of the underlying manifold
is estimated by using other methods, such as the method discussed in the next two
sections. By letting the intrinsic dimensionality be the same for two different methods,
i.e., the kNN graph and the manifold estimation, the best k can be obtained for this
subset of data.
The relationship between k and intrinsic dimensionality of the resulting kNN graph
is based on the linear model between the log of different sample sizes and the log of the
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where l̄ = [log L̄p1, . . . , log L̄pQ]
T , L̄pq is the average of Lγ,k(Yjp) N bootstrap datasets,







γ > 0 is a power weighting constant, Y is a data point and Yi is its i-th Euclidean
nearest neighbor. When γ = 1, it’s the sum of edge weights of the k-NN graph. And
A =
[
log p1 . . . log pQ
1 . . . 1
]T
After solving the linear equation to get â, the estimation of intrinsic dimensionality is
m̂ = round{γ/(1− â)}
ε is the residual error. [41, 42]
For local intrinsic dimensionality, we can repeat the procedure on the spectral local
neighborhoods one by one. By choosing different k, the estimation of the local intrinsic
dimensionality is obtained. However, it is another challenge to determine when to
stop increasing k, to get the optimal k. Intuitively k cannot be too small in case of
losing connectivity. Also, k cannot be so large that the intrinsic dimensionality falls off
dramatically.
6.3 Estimating Intrinsic Dimensionality by Trials of k
Based on the discussion in the previous section, the challenge to obtain optimal k requires
addressing the noise problem. As we are focusing on local neighborhoods, the noise of
the data is potentially significant compared to the real curvature of the local data.
A graph-based noise model will play an important role to in obtaining more accurate
estimation, and further in creating a more accurate data model. Recall the linear model
between the log of different sample sizes and the log of the sum of the corresponding k-





logN + b (6.1)
where LN,k is the sum of the k-NN graph weights with the random sample of size
N . d is the intrinsic dimensionality as a function of k. b includes the intrinsic entropy
term and residual error.
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Note that Equation 6.1 represents the relation between k and d. The problem is
then to find optimal k such that d(k) from Equation 6.1 best approximates the under-
lying manifold. The proposed method in [45, 46, 47, 48] uses a method of increasing k
gradually and find the turning points. Specifically, for a local subset of data, gradually
increasing k from 1, and for each k, compute the corresponding d(k) using Equation 6.1
and a series of randomly sampled pixels in this local subset. Then a plot of k versus
d can be obtained. Ideally the curve should show d decreasing as k is increasing, with
a turning point after which d starts to decreasing more significantly as k continues in-
creasing. The turning point of k is the critical value of k that should be chosen as the
optimal parameter to build the kNN graph for this subset, as this is the largest k possible
to ensure both graph connectivity and a consistent geometrical intrinsic dimensionality
of this subset. For example, in the computation of a subset shown in Figure 6.1, the
optimal k for this subset would be 4.
d














Figure 6.1: Compute d based on sample statistics when increasing k
This method however has practical limitations: the number of data points for local
subsets with the same k must be very large. They are typically chosen randomly, and
each subset empirically should have at least several hundreds to thousands of data points.
Otherwise the curve of d versus k could be very “noisy”, for example, with high peaks at
some k, due to the lack of sampled data points to average the results. These high peaks
would introduce difficulty in finding the critical value of k, thus limiting the robustness
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of this algorithm.
Also, if the subsets need to be chosen manually, or are very large, the adaptation of
k to local regions is less flexible.
6.4 Intrinsic Dimensionality with Nearest-Neighbor Dis-
tance Ratios (HIDENN)
A novel method to estimate intrinsic dimensionality of a local subset of data was pro-
posed in [51], called Hyperspectral Intrinsic Dimensionality Estimation with Nearest-
Neighbor ratios (HIDENN).
Consider a random point x on the manifold S, and assume the manifold is locally
isomorphic with Rd, where d is the intrinsic dimensionality of the local manifold. Then
the probability that a randomly drawn point y ∈ S lies inside the d-dimensional ball
B(x, ε) within a small radius ε around x is proportional to a density function ρ(x)
P (y ∈ B(x, ε)) ∼ ρ(x)εd (6.2)
Since ε is very small, we do not expect a drastic change of ρ(x) within the ball, thus
the number of points n expected to be inside the ball B(x, ε) is
n = C(ρ(x))Nρ(x)εd (6.3)
where C(ρ(x)) is a normalization constant, andN is the number of randomly sampled
pixels. Consider this central data point of x and its first n nearest neighbors, we then
can use the distance between n-th nearest neighbor to x (i.e., rdk(x) as the estimation
of the radius of the ball ε.
n = C(ρ(x))Nρ(x)rdk (6.4)
Using two different values of n, we can obtain d without the unknown factors as
below[51]:




[51] also includes the practical considerations when choosing the values of n and n′.
For a typical hyperspectral image, n = 3, n′ = 1 or n = 4, n′ = 2 would be the common
choices.
We can see that the HIDENN estimator is a per-pixel dimensionality estimator. To
use this in the proposed workflow, where a local subset is estimated as having the same
intrinsic dimensionality, we could simply take the average of d(x, n, n′) estimated for
each pixel inside the local subset.
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Recall that what we need from Section 6.3 and 6.4 is intrinsic dimensionality estima-
tion of the manifold, or an estimation from a different perspective. We then will be able
to relate the estimated intrinsic dimensionality back to the optimal k using Equation
6.1, to obtain the optimal values of k in each subsets. Note that there is only one kNN
graph in ISOMAP; it is only the data points in each subsets that are using different k
values to make connections to their nearest neighbors.
In Figure 6.2, classification accuracy using a 7-Nearest Neighbor (7-NN) Classifier is
compared between fixed k and adaptive k methods using the same ISOMAP workflow.
Note that all ISOMAP methods have better accuracy than traditional MNF. Different
fixed k have been tried, and the best performance is achieved at k = 8. However,
with an optimal choice of subsetting (75 or 100 subsets using RFPC), and adaptive
k methods discussed in this section, the best performance is achieved. In future, the
nearest neighbor classifier could also be adaptive to the local area, using the same k
parameter obtained for each subsets.
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Included Dimensions
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of Classification Kappa, University of Pavia Image, 7-NN Clas-
sifier. The same ISOMAP workflow with various fixed k values, and adaptive k method
using different number of subsets (RFPC Subsetting), as well as traditional MNF is




This chapter discusses the proposed workflow and any additional steps other than guided
landmark selection and adaptive kNN graph construction.
The proposed research begins from developing methods replacing existing global
Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF) for dimensionality reduction purposes. A local MNF
method in spectral space is proposed as an adaptation of the global MNF method done
in a spectrally local sense. Then the evaluation metrics in terms of local manifold
preservation for local landmark set are proposed. Based on the validation results of the
evaluation metric, two schemes of landmark refinement are proposed, which will be used
in the proposed workflow for refined ENH-ISOMAP algorithms. The implementation
considerations are also studied.
A noise variance estimation method is proposed in spectral space, using MNF reduc-
tion which can be done in local spectral spaces. Because spectral subsets have different
MNF spaces, the results have to be projected back to the original spectral space. There-
fore, the local MNF method is a MNF regression method aiming to reduce noise, rather
than a dimensionality reduction method.
An optional post-MNF transformation in the manifold space is introduced, with
two considerations: recentering and realigning the axes of the manifold space to the
principal components of the full dataset, and further compressing the dimensionality
with the advantages of MNF and noise covariances estimated in the manifold space.
The method to estimate the noise covariance matrix in spectral or manifold space is
discussed.
Based on the methods and validation results, a complete workflow for hyperspectral
image dimensionality reduction with refined landmark selection based on ENH-ISOMAP
is proposed. The proposed workflow first applies a local MNF noise reduction proce-
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dure, and then makes use of local noise models such as local manifold coordinates, to
refine the landmark selection procedure of the ENH-ISOMAP. Eventually the dimen-
sionality reduced manifold coordinates of all pixels are produced with higher accuracy
and stability. These results can be used in further applications such as classification,
target detection, unmixing, etc., to get better results than using a traditional global
MNF method or the original ENH-ISOMAP algorithm.
Some implementation considerations, including efficient parallelism for part of the
workflow, are discussed at the end of this chapter.
7.1 Local Minimum Noise Fraction Denoising
Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF)[1] applied on the whole image (we call it global MNF)
has been serving as an effective noise and dimensionality reduction method in hyper-
spectral image analysis workflows[52, 16]. The method has the advantage of ordering the
resulting dimensions by signal-to-noise ratio, to get better signal dimensionality com-
pression than using PCA. It has two major assumptions: (1) the noise and signals are
linearly mixed together; (2) the noise it tries to remove is an overall noise with the same
variance across the image.
As we discussed in Chapter 2, the intrinsic dimensionality of a remotely sensed
scene is often less than 20. To avoid discarding nonlinear geometric structure (signal),
the retained number of dimensions of global MNF is often chosen to be a much larger
number. For example, for an image with 360 bands, the number of bands retained
after global MNF is typically chosen as 50. This problem limits the dimensions after
reduction.
Moreover, the noise variance of an image is often not known, but estimated right from
the scene. In ENVI[53], the noise variance is estimated from a patch of user-selected
region in the image with some sort of spatial uniformity. By default this region is the
whole image. ENVI estimates the noise variance by calculating the covariance of the
spectral difference between each pixel and its right and bottom spatially neighboring
pixels[53]. If the selected region includes many high-frequency features, the estimated
noise variance will be largely increased; Even with a spatially uniform region, the noise
estimation is used for the full scene, with the assumption that the noise estimated is
uniform across the scene.
With slight modifications, we will see that the MNF can be done in a spectrally local
sense. A spectrally local subset (spectral subset) contains a small number of pixels that
are closed together in high-dimensional spectral space, i.e., they have similar spectra. It
has several advantages: firstly, it is safer to assume data linearity in a spectral subset
since it is less likely that every subset contains complex geometric structures; Secondly,
each subset can have its own noise variance estimation, which not only contains global
uniform noise but also local noise in different spectrally similar regions; Moreover, each
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subset can have its own specified number of retained dimensions, according to its intrinsic
dimensionality.
However, applying MNF locally as a dimensionality reduction technique in spectral
subsets also brings some problems. We will need to combine results from spectral subsets
together to form a unified set of coordinates to facilitate further applications. Even if the
same number of retained dimensions is specified for all subsets, it is extremely difficult to
stitch the results together in a unified space, since each subset has its own reduced MNF
space. For adjacent regions with drastically different spectra, the resulting MNF spaces
could be quite different. For the same reason, the strict requirement of an accurate
spectral subsetting method is impractical since the spectral subsetting will largely affect
the result.
Because MNF is a linear transformation, the data in the resulting reduced MNF
spaces can be transformed back to the original spectral space, which can be simply put
together to get the result of the whole scene. The resulting dimensionality is the same
as the original. In this way, MNF is not serving as a dimensionality reduction method,
but essentially a regression method as a noise correction step, which can be applied
locally. It is similar to the idea of Principal Component Regression (PCR)[54], with the
regression space replaced by MNF space. The noise dimension values (not exactly the
real noise variations) is reduced to zero, and the dimensions of variation are limited by
the assumption that the dimensions in MNF space with less variance are considered as
noise. The procedures are done in spectral subsets locally, which addresses the local
noise problem of global MNF. Since it is not dimensionality reduction, it should serve as
a preliminary noise correction before subsequent noise-sensitive dimensionality reduction
algorithms, such as ENH-ISOMAP.
7.1.1 Noise Variance Estimation in Spectral Space
As we discussed, the global MNF procedure in ENVI uses a spatially uniform region
to estimate noise by taking the variance of the difference between spatially neighboring
pixels. This can only estimate an overall noise of the scene, which cannot be done locally,
and it is made less credible if the region contains spatial edge information.
Given a spectral subset of an image, spatial information is not available and doesn’t
exist either–pixels in a spectral subset may be scattered over a wide range of positions
in the image. We may instead use the variance of the difference between each pixel and
its nearest neighbor in spectral space as the noise estimation. The nearest neighbor in
spectral space has the maximum similarity spectrally to the central pixel. The difference
is more likely to be a noise variation, compared to a spatial neighborhood, which relies
on the uniformity of the chosen region.
Also, because the spectral radius is limited for each subset, it is assured that most
of the pixels in a subset have spectral similarity. For occasional outliers, the error has
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limited impact on the noise variance estimated on all pixels in a subset.
Nearest neighbors can be looked up efficiently by a vantage point tree; however, it is
easier to pre-calculate a pairwise distance matrix on all pixels in a subset. The pairwise
distance matrix can be sorted row-wise to find the corresponding pixel of each row’s
second element as the nearest neighbor of the corresponding pixel of each row. Since
each subset typically has less than 103 pixels, the impact on the computational time
and memory usage is very limited.
Including more than one nearest neighbor of each pixel to average the difference
could be also considered; however it is often not necessary since we already consider
many similar pixels to get noise variance estimation; and it may be less credible for
subsets with larger signal variation.
7.1.2 Adaptive Minimum Noise Fraction Reduction
As discussed above, the noise variances are estimated adaptively in spectral local subsets.
In each subset, we apply the MNF transform using its noise variances.
The denoising is done by setting the values of the removed dimensions in MNF space
to zeros, then using the inverse MNF transformation, i.e., projecting the reduced data
back to the original spectral space.
The number of retained dimensions d can be chosen adaptively for different sub-
sets, based on the cumulative variation calculated from the eigenvalues of the eigen-
decomposition (second one, not the noise whitening eigendecomposition) in the MNF
transformation[1]. A limitation on the range of d should be set since the correspond-
ing number of dimensions that reaches the same level of cumulative variation could
be different across subsets. As shown in Figure 7.1, the dashed line shows the chosen
stopping criterion where the cumulative variance reaches 90%, and the solid lines show
the cumulative variance change with number of retained dimensions of MNF space, for
each subset. The intersections between the dashed line and each solid line indicates the
number of retained dimensions that should be chosen for each subset.
As discussed above, as a preliminary step, the noise correction should be done less
aggressively to avoid discarding nonlinear signals; the number of retained dimensions
should be large enough. Practically d should be around 0.8b, where b is the original
dimension. It is often not necessary to use an adaptive d across subsets in practice.
7.2 Optional Post-MNF Transformation in Manifold Space
In this section, an optional post-processing step, a global MNF transformation in man-
ifold space, is discussed.
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Retained Dimensions


































Figure 7.1: Cumulative Variance Percentage vs. Retained Dimensions, for each subset.
The dashed line shows the selected stopping criterion where the cumulative variance
reaches 90%.
7.2.1 MNF Transformation in Manifold Space as Post-Processing
In [5] an optional PCA step is performed on the manifold coordinates produced by
Landmark ISOMAP with the purpose of recentering the data and realigning the axes
to the principal component axes of the newly embedded data, in order of decreasing
significance. This step is optional but could yield better alignment of the full dataset,
since the manifold embedding that the Landmark ISOMAP produces in the CMDS step
is the manifold embedding space of the landmarks. Once the coordinates of all pixels
are derived, there could be a better linear space of the landmark manifold space that
aligns the variances and produces a better ordering of the coordinates, representing the
overall distribution of all pixels, rather than just the landmarks. Also, [5] mentioned
that it is better to maintain the number of dimensions k′ larger than the required number
of dimensions k, before performing PCA, to provide enough dimensions to derive the
principal components of the overall distribution.
In our proposed workflow, we adopted a similar approach, but using MNF instead of
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PCA, to realign and reorder the dimensions in terms of signal to noise ratio, not just the
signal variances. It is made possible by using the noise estimation technique in spectral
space, discussed in Section 7.1.1. However, here the noise is estimated in the landmark
manifold embedding space. By estimating the noise using the variances of the difference
between each pixel and its nearest neighbor in manifold embedding space, and using
them as the noise covariance matrix in MNF, this step will better concentrate the signal
into significant dimensions, and isolate noise in less significant dimensions. Thus less
dimensions will be required to achieve a good representation of the data.
Similar to the requirements in [5], it is often important to retain more dimensions
than required before the final MNF transformation, and retain the required dimensions
after the final MNF transformation.
This step is the same as the traditional global MNF reduction except that the noise
estimation and transformation are all done in the nonlinear manifold embedding space.
It can further reduce residual noise, and produce better dimension ordering, without
the risk of discarding nonlinear structure of the data (as long as the manifold is good
enough).
It is an optional step and has trade-offs between the cases when including less or
more dimensions in the results due to the inherent deficiency of the noise estimation
procedure. An example of the results in terms of category separability can be found in
Section 8.3.4. We call it “Post-MNF” for short in the following discussions.
7.2.2 Noise Variance Estimation in Manifold Space Using Nearest
Neighbor Difference and Outlier Exclusion
The noise variance estimation by calculating the covariance of the differences between
each pixel and its nearest neighbor in an embedding space is based on the assumption
that the data is well-sampled and each two nearest-neighboring pixels are the two mea-
surements of the same data point. When the data is well-sampled and the sampling
points are densely distributed, the variation of each nearest-neighboring pair is local
and can be an estimation of the local noise. However, typical hyperspectral imagery is
often undersampled and there could be large variation of density in spectral space or
manifold space. For a sparsely sampled region, a data point could be the only sample
of that area and its nearest neighbor may be far from it, in which case the difference
could not be considered as noise variation.
To simplify the problem, we consider the statistics of all the distances of each pixel to
its nearest neighbor and exclude the nearest neighbor pairs with a distance longer than
a threshold. The threshold can be determined by descriptive statistical techniques, and
the distances excluded are called “outliers” of the statistics of nearest neighbor distances.
An example of the histogram of the distribution of distances is shown in Figure 7.2 (for
the manifold derived from the University of Pavia image using the proposed workflow
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with the deterministic method). The histogram is derived by dividing the range of values
into 104 bins and counting the occurrences in each bin. Note that there is a long tail
not shown in the figure, with the maximum distance 2581. Therefore, it is essential to
exclude those outliers, whose corresponding pairs of neighboring pixels are not included
in the calculations of noise covariance, since their large value will largely affect the noise
estimation. A box plot is overlaid on the histogram, whose vertical edges shows the first
quartile (q1), second quartile (or median, q2), and third quartile (q3) of the distances.
The two additional outer vertical lines shows the fences, which are calculated as follows:
Lower fence = q1 − w(q3 − q1) (7.1)
Upper fence = q3 + w(q3 − q1) (7.2)
where w is the whisker, typically chosen as 1.5, in which case 99% of the data is
covered within the fences for normal distribution. The data points outside the fences
are called outliers and can be excluded. In terms of noise estimation, only outliers
outside the upper fence should be excluded. In fact, the minimum distance is higher
than the lower fence in this dataset. As we can see, the distribution is similar to a
normal distribution but it is not symmetric. This statistical method cannot identify the
variances that are not due to noise within the fences, but can still significantly improve
the accuracy of noise estimation.
7.3 Proposed Workflow
Based on the discussions in previous sections, combined with essential parts of the origi-
nal ENH-ISOMAP algorithm, the proposed workflow using a half-deterministic method
is shown in Figure 7.3.
Given a full dataset, a spectral subset MNF regression can be firstly performed, by
using proposed RFPC and spectral nearest-neighbor noise covariance estimation. This
step does not perform dimensionality reduction, and is recommended if the dataset is too
noisy, and the subsequent backbone sampling has a very low backbone-to-non-backbone
ratio.
Backbone sampling is then used if the dataset is too large such that the kNN graph
construction is becoming a computational bottleneck. This step is the same as the
original ENH-ISOMAP. The rest of the steps (excluding post-MNF) are all based on
backbone data points.
The next step is the guided landmark selection. A second spectral subsetting is used,
and for each subset, noise models (ISOMAP or MNF) are calculated. Note that subset
ISOMAP in subsets is performed for all data points, not landmark ISOMAP; subset
MNF should use the new spectral nearest neighbor noise covariance estimation method
for each subset.
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Figure 7.2: Normalized Distribution of Nearest Neighbor Distance and Outlier Exclusion
in the Noise Estimation in Manifold Space
With the local noise models calculated, a guided landmark selection strategy is
chosen to make use of the local noise model, specifically considering noise avoidance,
randomness and geometrical structure coverage. The randomness introduced by subset
skeletonization is optional; its choice is depending on the trade-off of time and perfor-
mance.
After combining all the landmarks selected in each subset, a third spectral subsetting
is performed for the adaptive kNN graph construction. The full kNN graph of all N
backbone pixels are calculated at this time.
The next step is the same as the original ENH-ISOMAP: only a sub-matrix of pair-
wise shortest distance matrix is calculated, which is the shortest distances on graph
from all L landmarks, resulting in a L × N matrix, to be used in full manifold con-
struction (backbone dataset); a subset of this matrix (pairwise shortest distances of
landmarks, L × L) is used to perform eigen-decomposition. The full manifold of the
backbone dataset is then obtained. The full manifold of the whole dataset is obtained
by backbone-reconstruction.
An optional post-MNF reduction can be performed on the full dataset in manifold
space, to re-center the data from landmark’s manifold space to the full dataset’s manifold
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space, and also further reduce manifold noise and compress signal into fewer dimensions.
It is worth noting that all the proposed improvements are based on the same frame-
work of spectral subsetting, and the RFPC are used three times in the workflow. Except
for the first time where it is used in full dataset, the other two steps are all in the back-
bone dataset; and if backbone is not used, all three subsetting are performed on the
same dataset (except that the second and third subsetting steps are based on spec-
tral data after MNF regression, which can be slightly different than the first subsetting
step). However, currently there is no way to perform spectral subsetting only once and
use the subsets all across the steps, since the optimal number of subsets or subset size
depends on the application; for example, for the guided landmark selection, the num-
ber of subsets and subset sizes (and thus the number of landmarks) are determined by
the computational burden of both the local noise model and the full dataset landmark
eigendecomposition, that is, there is a time-performance tradeoff; for the adaptive kNN
graph, however, the number of subsets is currently empirically chosen to achieve the
best performance, and the computational time is less affected by this choice.
Figure 7.3: Proposed Workflow
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7.4 Efficient Implementation
An efficient implementation of the proposed workflow plays an essential role in enabling
it to run on a workstation or personal computer in practical time.
The linear algebra related procedures, such as matrix multiplications and eigen-
decompositions, are implemented using mature linear algebra libraries, such as GNU
Scientific Library (GSL). These libraries ensures that a mature efficient algorithm pro-
duces linear computations quickly and accurately. For graph related algorithms, some
libraries already exist, such as Boost Graph Library. However, most of the time it is not
necessary and too heavy to be tailored to the specific needs of our algorithm. There-
fore, we chose to implement customized efficient data structures and algorithms for any
processing that is not linear algebra.
With the emerging General Purpose Graphical Processing Unit (GPGPU) technolo-
gies that makes parallel computing on personal computers faster and easier to imple-
ment, the parallelism of the algorithms and its implementation on GPGPU or hetero-
geneous parallel computing platforms (multiple multicore-CPUs and GPUs) may be
considered to further accelerate the workflow, such that more accurate results can be
produced within less time.
Considering both running and development efficiency, C++ is chosen as the main
programming language for the workflow. In this section, we will first discuss the par-
allelism of the algorithms with the example of parallel Dijkstra’s algorithm, and its
implementation using OpenCL’s C programming interface. Then the implementation of
the k-nearest neighbor graph construction is discussed. Finally, other implementation
considerations such as backbone reconstruction and user interface are discussed.
7.4.1 Parallelism
In this section, the parallel implementation of some parts of the original ENH-ISOMAP,
which can also be used in the proposed workflow, is discussed. Using heterogeneous
parallel computing platforms such as OpenCL, the running time of the whole algorithm
can be significantly shortened on a personal computer equipped with GPUs and multi-
core CPUs.
Heterogeneous Parallel Computing using OpenCL
OpenCL (acronym for Open Computing Language) is a new parallel programming stan-
dard for heterogeneous computing systems[55]. It is the first open, royalty-free, cross-
platform standard that provides a unified framework for parallel programming on a
variety of modern CPUs, GPUs, DSPs, etc. There have been several parallel program-
ming frameworks making use of multi-core CPUs or GPUs. One of them is CUDA,
which has been widely adopted to accelerate scientific computing. CUDA has been used
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in accelerating large graph algorithms[56] as well as manifold learning in hyperspectral
images[57, 58]. Significant computational speed improvements have been achieved in
these applications. However, CUDA as a commercial architecture is only available on
systems equipped with high-end NVIDIA GPUs. High speed computing was usually
achieved on multiple high-end NVIDIA display cards which usually need to be specifi-
cally purchased.
OpenCL as a standard on heterogeneous systems enables us to use the same pro-
gramming paradigm to implement parallel algorithms. Parallel programs only need
to be written once and they can run on any one or a combination of CPU and / or
GPU cores that are OpenCL compliant. It is relatively new, but it is promising because
many mainstream manufacturers for CPUs and GPUs including Intel and NVIDIA have
supported OpenCL, which makes it possible that CPU and GPU cores from different
manufacturers work collaboratively. Using this approach, it is possible to accelerate the
computationally intensive work even on a computer where a specific high-end general
purpose GPU is not available.
OpenCL uses a series of mechanisms to manage tasks, such as enumerating avail-
able devices (CPUs, GPUs, etc.), contexts and memory management, compiling and
dispatch kernel functions (OpenCL functions to be invoked on target devices), etc.[55]
The OpenCL kernel dispatch is shown in Figure 7.4. The host program takes charge
of dispatch and management, including device enumeration, data transfer, and kernel
invocation. The kernel programs execute completely in parallel on each device in the
sequence of the command queues.
Host






Figure 7.4: Kernel Dispatch among OpenCL-compliant Devices[59]
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Parallel Dijkstra’s Algorithm
In the single-threaded case, we typically use Dijkstras algorithm[14] with priority queue
implemented by a Fibonacci heap to calculate single-source shortest paths (SSSP). The
time complexity is O(N logN) and the space complexity is O(N2) for one source. How-
ever, the all-pair shortest path (APSP) calculation needs O(N2 logN) time and O(N2)
space. This won’t make typical HSI impractical to processing, but using a parallel algo-
rithm could significantly decreases the computation time, which is especially important
for batch processing.
A parallel SSSP algorithm designed for parallel GPU was implemented in [56]. It
dispatches each vertex of the graph into task threads and adopts a relaxation technology
similar to Dijkstras but executes relaxations concurrently. Instead of a priority queue
which is not usable in this case, it uses a “mask” array to determine the vertices whose
adjacent vertices need to be relaxed at each step. For each step, all the vertices are
processed this way. The masked vertex starts from the source and the masked set
is extended when a vertex is relaxed. The mask is disabled when the distance of a
vertex is not changed at a certain step. Thus, when there are no masked vertices, the
calculation completes. It also uses a two-step updating distance array to make sure that
the distances update at the same time at the end of the step, in order to address the
inconsistency problem between threads during the relaxation step.
Based on this algorithm, for the APSP problem, there are two schemes. One is to
run this parallel SSSP algorithm serially, which will need N execution time increments
of the SSSP algorithm, but the memory cost will still be O(N). This scheme is preferred
when the dataset is large while the memory is limited. Another scheme is to use a
pairwise matrix to calculate all pairs SSSP concurrently. This might be much faster if
the number of threads the device supports is large. However, it will cost O(N2) memory
which is vastly larger than that of the former scheme. This scheme was implemented in
CUDA in [57].
A third method could be implemented based on a traditional parallel programming
paradigm: data partitioning. We can dispatch each SSSP problem of a certain vertex
onto threads. On each thread the whole Dijkstras algorithm could be executed. Ideally
the time complexity is O(N logN) and the space complexity is O(N2). We should
notice that the cores of a CPU are quite limited, which limits the concurrent threads
that can be efficiently executed. On the other hand, Dijkstra’s algorithm contains a loop
of condition statements, which is not suitable for a GPU designed for high-throughput,
high-latency applications. Therefore, this method is not preferred.
Considering the scale of our data (typically a 2000-vertex graph) and the limitation of
GPU memory, the parallel SSSP algorithm executed sequentially for each source vertex
is chosen.
The method is explained in detail as follows[60]:
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1. Using a mask array, instead of a priority queue, to determine the vertices whose
adjacent vertices need to be relaxed at each step. The masked vertex set starts
from the source, and gets extended when a vertex is relaxed. Relaxing the vertices
changes the corresponding element of the distance array and labels it as masked
since its adjacency needs to be relaxed later.
2. The mask is turned off when the distance of a vertex is not changed at a certain
step. Repeat the process until there are no masked vertices.
3. Using a two-step updating distance array to make sure the distances update at
the same time at the end of the step, in order to address the inconsistency prob-
lem between threads during the relaxation step. OpenCL 1.1 and later hardware
natively support atomic operations[60].
An example illustrating the algorithm can be found in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5: Example of Parallel Dijkstras Algorithm: Change in distance array with each
iteration (left); Mask (colored) and distance array states (right)[56]. #1: Adjacency of
source S are masked and relaxed (Red); #2: relax possible adjacency of Red (masked)
and mask relaxed vertices (Yellow); #3: relax possible adjacency of Yellow and mask
relaxed vertices (Green) ... Until no masked vertex. (Each thread or computing core
takes care of one vertex)
Parallelized Workflow Task Dispatch Schemes
Currently a personal computer often has not only at least one CPU but also at least one
GPU, either on-board or standalone. Some high-end computers even have two GPUs,
one on-board and one standalone. This makes it possible to use them at the same time
to further accelerate the program.
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In a random method (either in global skeletonization in the original ENH-ISOMAP,
or subset skeletonization in the proposed workflow), repeated running is often required
to produce the best result. As we discussed, the high-accuracy eigendecomposition can
only be done using a sequential algorithm on a CPU. This is the time when the GPU
of the computer is idle. Therefore, in the first part of the workflow, the shortest path
calculation, where the GPU is involved for the next iteration can be bring up to make
use of the idle GPU to further compress the execution time of repeated runnings. This
multi-task dispatch can be done using a multi-threaded library pthread in the C++
Standard Template Library (STL).
For a single run of the workflow, it is also possible to make use of multiple CPUs
and GPUs at the same time to further accelerate the parallel Dijkstra’s algorithm.
This is made possible by OpenCL, with which the same parallel code can be called on
both CPU and GPU. Using the pthread library, all the tasks (SSSP from all source
vertices) are divided empirically into different sizes (different number of source vertices)
and dispatched according to the computing power and number of concurrent threads of
different devices (CPUs or GPUs). This method brings significant improvements to the
speed of APSP, especially for computers with multiple CPUs and GPUs.
Other Possible Parallelism
The k-Nearest Neighbor Graph construction requires an efficient nearest neighbor search
algorithm. A brute-force method is suitable for parallel execution naturally. The method
is discussed in detail in Section 7.4.2.
Two of the most time-consuming parts of ENH-ISOMAP are the shortest path calcu-
lation and eigendecomposition. We discussed the parallel Dijkstra’s algorithm in Section
7.4.1, which can increase the computational speed by more than 10 times. This leaves
the eigendecomposition to be the most time consuming part. The eigendecomposition
can be done in OpenCL by calling functions in ViennaCL [61]. ViennaCL is a high-level
linear algebra library based on OpenCL[61], which provides functions for solving eigen-
systems. However, all parallel eigendecomposition algorithms are iteration based which
are not accurately enough in our applications. We choose the Jacobi singular value
decomposition (SVD) method implemented by GSL to get accurate eigendecomposition
results in practice. This can only be done using a single-threaded CPU. Typically it
costs about 20 minutes for a 2000 by 2000 matrix on an 2.3GHz Intel Core i7 CPU.
7.4.2 k-Nearest Neighbor Graph Construction
This section considers implementation details of the k-NN graph construction, while the
adaptive kNN graph method is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Nearest Neighbor Search and Vantage Point Tree
There are some common implementation issues in almost all methods of kNN graph con-
struction. The most significant one in terms of execution efficiency is the nearest neigh-
bor search. In Chapter 2 we discussed common nearest neighbor search techniques used
in kNN graph construction. Since the proposed workflow is based on ENH-ISOMAP,
a similar method to Vantage Point Forest (VP-Forest)[4] called Vantage Point Tree
(VP-Tree)[31] is used to facilitate the nearest neighbor search.
The VP-Forest data structure in ENH-ISOMAP is used across multiple stages of the
algorithm to accelerate the nearest neighbor search, as well as global skeletonizaton[4].
Since global skeletonization is not used in our workflow, a simple version of VP-Forest,
the original VP-Tree[31] data structure is found often efficient enough in our workflow.
In spectral subsets where a full pairwise distance matrix can be constructed without
consuming too much memory and time, it is preferred since the inquiring takes O(1)
time.
There is also research in implementing parallel algorithms for nearest neighbor
search.
For example, if enough memory is permitted, a full pairwise distance matrix can be
constructed and sorted very fast in parallel (for example, using a large memory personal
computer with GPU). This method is commonly called the brute-force method (BF).
The BF method is naturally suitable for parallel computing because, for each pair of
query points and other points, the distances can be calculated independently. For the
sorting step, the comb sort with time complexity O(N logN) is adopted. However,
because we only need the first k distances, it will be faster if we use insertion sort,
which is slower but sorts the elements in order, when k is small[62]. This makes both
constructing the data structure and finding the nearest neighbor very fast. If the memory
is limited, the distances from the search pixel to all other pixels can be calculated in
parallel and sorted on the fly. This brings a small overhead in each search but eliminates
the pre-calculation.
Other parallel implementations of sophisticated nearest neighbor search algorithms
can be found in [63].
For a typical dataset using the proposed workflow, the parallel nearest neighbor
search method does not bring significant performance improvements over the VP-Tree.
Thus these methods are not used in our experimental program.
Graph Connectivity Assurance
All pixels of the kNN graph have to be in one connected component in ISOMAP. How-
ever, the kNN graph does not guarantee the connectivity of arbitrary pairs of pixels.
The mutual kNN graph makes it even more likely to have disconnected components of
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the graph. ENH-ISOMAP uses a technique called FASTPATCH[4] to connect discon-
nected components together. In [64], the minimum spanning tree (MST)[65] algorithm
is used to ensure the connectivity of the mutual kNN graph.
The MST is the tree with the minimum total edge weights that ensures the connec-
tivity of all the vertices in the graph. This method ensures the connectivity but keeps
the alternation to the original kNN graph to minimum. Constructing a MST requires
computing connected parts in the graph on the fly. This is often done by a data structure
called union-find (UF), or its efficiently implemented version weighted quick UF[66]. UF
records the connected components while constructing the kNN graph on the fly, and at
the end if only one connected component is left, all pixels are connected. Otherwise,
the edge with the minimum weight from the edge candidate pool is examined and it is
connected only when the number of connected components can be reduced. The edge
candidate pool is prepared in each nearest neighbor search procedure, where the edges
connecting each pixel’s k + 1, k + 2, . . . , k + n nearest neighbor are stored in the pool.
The candidate pool’s size is determined empirically to improve efficiency.
7.4.3 Other Implementation Considerations
In this section a few other practical implementation considerations are discussed.
Backbone Sampling and Reconstruction
As discussed in Chapter 2, when the number of pixels of an image exceeds 105, it is
often not practical to construct and use a kNN graph from landmarks to all pixels (i.e.,
a L ×N adjacency matrix, where L is the number of landmarks and N is the number
of all pixels). The backbone sampling and reconstruction technique is introduced[16].
Before the ENH-ISOMAP starts, 105 pixels are randomly sampled from all pixels
of the image. These are called “backbone” pixels. The whole procedure of the rest of
the workflow are based on these backbone pixels. After the manifold coordinates are
calculated for these pixels, the backbone reconstruction procedure is performed to get
the manifold coordinates of non-backbone pixels with the linear combinations of the
coordinates of nearby backbone pixels[16, 4] (see Section 2.3.3).
For each sampling of the backbones, the first several nearest backbone pixels of
each non-backbone pixels are searched once and cached to be used in multiple runs
of the workflow using the same sampling scheme. This will significantly decrease the
reconstruction time.
Interfacing with ENVI
Most of the hyperspectral images are available in ENVI format [67, 68]. ENVI[69] is
a proprietary software package popular in the remote sensing community. However,
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the ENVI image file format specification is open to the public. This makes reading
and writing ENVI image files in our program possible, which is very convenient in
a hyperspectral image analysis workflow. The open-sourced library Geospatial Data
Abstraction Library (GDAL)[70]interfaces ENVI image files with common C language
data types. Alternatively, a light-weight code snippet can be implemented to read and
write binary data cube directly according to the parsed header file, since only limited
parts of the meta-data are needed in our workflow.
Experimental Software Architecture
The experimental software implementing the proposed workflow provides functional-
ity of processing ENVI image files directly, configuring experimental parameters, and
visualizing for the results. The software includes a core program with command line
interface (CLI), a graphical user interface (GUI) shell to facilitate configurations and
calling to the core program, as well as data visualization.
The core algorithm has an object-oriented design. The high-level components include
image read / write, landmark selection, kNN graph construction, manifold construction,
and backbone reconstruction. The landmark selection component implements not only
the proposed workflow, but some other existing algorithms. The proposed refined land-
mark selection component includes many basic modules such as landmark ISOMAP,
MNF, random skeletonization, etc. Each high-level component and the basic modules
with the same functionality comply with the same interface (through abstract classes)
to facilitate switching between different methods defined by user configurations.
Configurations, User Interface and Data Visualization
The proposed workflow has many basic modules, most of which have their own param-
eters that can be adjusted to fit different requirements. Also, some modules with the
same functionality but different methods can be switched. Due to the complexity of the
configurations, they should be implemented such that they are easy to read and write
both by humans and programs. JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)[71], a plain-text
format is used to store configurations. It basically contains key-value pairs, whose val-
ues could also be key-value pairs, or any basic value types. They can be easily read
and writtten by existing libraries and also can be understood and modified by humans.
Each configuration file defines data and behavior of one run of the workflow, and the
configuration file is specified through a command line parameter of the core program.
To further facilitate the configuration by users, a graphical user interface (GUI)
is provided to modify parameters of the workflow. The GUI is implemented with Qt
framework[72]. The GUI also provides real-time feedback of the running status from the
core program through a UNIX pipe. The GUI has built-in data visualization to show
the results such as RGB rendering of coordinate mappings, plots of separability, 3-D
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visualization, etc. The data visualization is implemented by open-sourced JavaScript
libraries D3.js[73] and C3.js[74], to make use of its modern style, fully-featured user
interaction, and abilities to export high-quality images. These libraries are embedded
into the GUI through Qt’s WebView component, and the data to visualize is injected
into the JavaScript code running inside WebView of Qt[72].
The source code of the experimental software and proposed workflow are open-
sourced using GNU GPL v3 license, as required by the licenses of some of the li-





Some results of the research are presented in this chapter. First, the evaluation meth-
ods and metrics for the proposed workflow are reviewed. Then, the performance of the
proposed workflow is evaluated and compared with the performance of other dimen-
sionality reduction methods, such as the original ENH-ISOMAP, and the traditional
global MNF. The datasets used comprise commonly used hyperspectral scenes acquired
from different imaging systems, to demonstrate the stability of the proposed workflow
across different systems. Case studies are provided for different datasets. The analysis
of the effectiveness of different novel optimization steps proposed in the workflow are
demonstrated using one dataset as an example.
8.1 Evaluation Metrics for Dimensionality Reduction
8.1.1 Jeffries-Matsushita Distance and Category Separability
The Jeffries-Matsushita (JM) distance[75, 76] was chosen to measure the separability
between each category of a group of Regions of Interests (ROIs) and other categories,
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where Ci is the covariance matrix of category i, |Ci| is its determinant, and µi is
the mean vector of category i. It is similar to the probability of correct classification
for large class separations[75]. Note that in practice the square-root step at the end is
often omitted, such that Jij = 2(1 − e−α), and the comparison of JM distance is not
affect. This practice is adopted in this dissertation. Therefore, the larger its value is,
the higher the possibility that the corresponding pair can be classified separately, with
its maximum value of 2.
8.1.2 Supervised Classification
Important tasks in hyperspectral image analysis include material classification, unmix-
ing, target detection, anomaly detection, etc. Using an embedding space derived from
a dimensionality reduction method will help improve the performance of these tasks by
using a low-dimensional, less noisy representation of the data. Therefore, the perfor-
mance of these tasks can also be used to evaluate the performance of dimensionality
reduction algorithms, from the perspective of applications. This section will focus on
evaluating the performance in supervised classification.
To demonstrate the improvements on the classification of the manifold produced by
the proposed workflow, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifier is chosen to evaluate the
classification performance. Although the goal of this evaluation is not to find the best
classification algorithms, the results of this evaluation will provide insights concerning
the most suitable kind of algorithms for the proposed workflow. The performance across
different dimensionality reduction methods are compared by applying them on the differ-
ent embedding spaces yielded with the same limit of dimensions. The evaluation metrics
used for the classification results include overall accuracy and kappa coefficients. The
classification accuracy for each category can also be analyzed for a detailed case study.
Note that there have been reports of the success of using specifically designed land-
mark selection procedure for classification purposes[18, 22]. This research, however, does
not put emphasis on the improvements of classification, but started from the perspective
of noise avoidance and geometric structure coverage, and is also expected to benefit the
performance of classification using the manifold representation produced.
8.2 Running Time of the Efficient Implementation
8.2.1 Parallel Dijkstra’s Algorithm
As discussed in Section 7.4.1, the contribution of the Parallel Dijkstra’s Algorithm is to
the calculation of a L×N matrix where each row represents the shortest distance from
one landmark to all pixels on the kNN graph. Therefore, each landmark is a “source
vertex”, and each iteration of the Parallel Dijkstra’s Algorithm can be run on one source.
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This is called the “Multiple Source Shortest Path (MSSP)” problem, and for each source
vertex, the problem is called the “Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP)” problem.
We compared the running time of Parallel Dijkstra’s Algorithm and the original
sequential version, implemented within the Boost Graph Library. Also, as the algorithm
is implemented in OpenCL, it can be used without modification on multiple CPUs and
GPUs with deliberate task dispatch. In this case, each device receives dispatched SSSP
problems with a certain number of sources, matching its parallel computing capacity.
The SSSP problems are performed in the device sequentially for each source vertex. The
optimal time is achieved when all of the devices finished their task in approximately the
same time.
The device used is an Apple MacBook Pro Late 2013 Model 2 (ME294), with one
Core i7 2.3GHz CPU and two GPUs: onboard Intel Iris Pro, and discrete NVIDIA GT
750M. The data is a synthetic random sparse graph trying to simulate real hyperspectral
data. The data is scascaledling from 1×103 points to 1×107 points, with a fixed number
of source vertices 1000. The result is shown in Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1: Running time comparison for Multiple-Source Shortest Path (MSSP, land-
mark ISOMAP Step-3 without the time of constructing NN graph), 1000 landmarks as
sources; individual devices sequentially calculate each source and 1CPU+2GPUs collab-
orate (each calculates some of the sources).
It can be seen that the sequential algorithm cannot complete the task on a 1× 107-
vertex graph in a practical time of 1.4× 104 sec. Within this time, using the same CPU
but leveraging multi-threading using OpenCL, it can be done in 1 × 104 sec. GPUs
generally gets better performance since they have many more parallel threads. The best
performance is achieved using multiple devices with deliberate task dispatch.
The comparison of running time for SSSP is shown in Table 8.1. Note that there is
approximately one-order-of-magnitude difference between the running time using paral-
lel and sequential algorithms. However, for a graph with less than 104 vertices, using a
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GPU does not show advantages, since the overhead of data transferring between devices
and controlling is dominant in these cases. Therefore, for typical hyperspectral images
with 105 pixels and 2000 landmarks, the running time of Dijkstra’s algorithm can be
reduced from more than half an hour to a few minutes on a GPU-enabled computer,
making it not a significant computation bottleneck anymore.
Num. of Vertices Sequential Core i7 (Parallel) Intel Iris Pro NVIDIA GT 750M
1× 103 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.04
1× 104 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.04
1× 105 1.42 0.17 0.13 0.10
1× 106 10.3 1.5 1.2 0.8
1× 107 - 16.3 12.1 9.2
Table 8.1: Running time comparison for Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP) (seconds)
8.2.2 Overall Running Time
The running time for a typical hyperspectral image with N = 105 pixels, L = 2000
landmarks, M = 500 pixels for each subset is tested on the MacBook Pro, with Core i7
CPU and NVIDIA GT 750M GPU. Only this one GPU is used for Parallel Dijkstra’s
Algorithm in this test.
Using the original ENH-ISOMAP with random skeletonization and sequential Dijk-
stra’s Algorithm, each run took 60min; the original ENH-ISOMAP with random skele-
tonization and GPU accelerated Parallel Dijkstra’s Algorithm, each run took 18min.
Using the proposed workflow with the trial and evaluation strategy, the running
time is 70min for 10 trials, and 125min for 100 trials; using the proposed workflow
with the half-deterministic strategy, each run took 20min. All of these cases used
GPU-accelerated Parallel Dijkstra’s Algorithm.
From the running time, we observe significant improvement in the running speed by
using GPU accelerated Parallel Dijkstra’s Algorithm. The only computational bottle-
neck is now the eigendecomposition, for which we use an exact (non-iterative) Jacobi
SVD decomposition. It uses approximately 15min for a typical matrix L × L, where
L = 2000. Using iterative methods, it can be further accelerated by GPU but at the
cost of accuracy and stability.
Considering the comparison between the ENH-ISOMAP using random skeletoniza-
tion and the proposed workflow using trial and evaluation, the former one can be re-
peated to get optimal results, but the lack of a local evaluation method makes it a
much longer procedure, since each trial costs about 18min. The latter one performs
the repeated random skeletonization and evaluation on a local basis, therefore only one
eigendecomposition is needed such that it reaches optimal results much faster.
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For the proposed workflow, the choice between trial and evaluation strategy and
half-deterministic strategy is a trade-off between accuracy and running time. We will
see the half-deterministic strategy produces a better and stable results in most of the
time, but it may not be better than the best cases using trial and evaluation strategy.
8.3 Separability Evaluation and Optimization of the Pro-
posed Workflow
This section presents detailed evaluation and analysis of each step of the optimization
in the proposed workflow, in terms of the category separability. The University of Pavia
Image is used as the example.
8.3.1 University of Pavia Image
The University of Pavia, Italy Image was acquired by the airborne ROSIS-03 imaging
spectrometer. The scene has 610 × 340 pixels and has 115 spectral bands ranging
from 0.43 ∼ 0.86µm. Only 103 spectral bands are used after removal of low signal-to-
noise bands. Figure 8.2a shows the RGB rendering of the image. Figure 8.2b shows
the 9 human-defined ROIs associated with the image to be used in the evaluation of
separability and classification as the ground-truth information.
8.3.2 Constructed Manifold
Figure 8.3 shows the RGB rendering of the first several dimensions of manifold coordi-
nates produced by the proposed workflow.
Fig. 8.4 shows the comparison of the first 3 dimensions of MNF coordinates, manifold
coordinates produced by ENH-ISOMAP and the proposed workflow. The data points in
the ROIs are plotted in 3-Dimensional space using their coordinates, and color-labelled
to indicate different categories. The results show that the manifold space has very
different distribution compared to MNF space. The manifold space is generally less
noisy, has has a clearer boundary between categories; however, the boundaries between
categories also shows high nonlinearity. This indicates that the classifier to be used in
manifold space should be able to have nonlinear decision boundary to make better use
of the information provided by manifold coordinates.
Comparing the manifold produced by ENH-ISOMAP and the proposed workflow,
although the geometric structure of the two manifolds are quite similar, the data points
scattered outside the main distribution of the data is much less in Fig. 8.4c, indicating
that the proposed noise-aware workflow largely reduces off-manifold noise. Also, some
highly nonlinear part of the manifold, for example, the area on the top of the figure, is
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(a) RGB Rendering (b) RGB Rendering with 9
ROIs
Figure 8.2: University of Pavia Image (with ROSIS System, 103 Bands) and its 9 ROIs
better unfolded by the proposed workflow, indicating that this part in ENH-ISOMAP
manifold might be distorted due to less guided landmark selection.
The visualization of the first three major coordinates of the constructed manifold
clearly shows the effectiveness of the local noise treatment of the proposed workflow.
8.3.3 Category Separability
For visualization purposes, the JM separability values are sorted from low to high across
all pairs of the categories, by the average separability of all three methods compared
for each pair. Therefore, each value in the x-axis of the diagram represents the same
pair for different methods. For 9 categories of the image, 36 pairs of combination can
be analyzed. Only the lowest 16 pairs are shown here since the rest of the pairs all have
JM separability very close to 2.
The results using the coordinates produced by global MNF, original ENH-ISOMAP
(global skeletonization), and the proposed workflow with half-deterministic strategy are
compared. 10 repeated runs are performed and the results are shown as a range. The
cases when including 10, 15, 20, 50 dimensions of the resulting coordinates are shown in
Figure 8.5a, 8.5b, 8.5c, and 8.5d. From these results, the proposed workflow generally
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(a) Manifold Dimension 1-3
(b) Manifold Dimension 4-6 (c) Manifold Dimension 4-6
Figure 8.3: University of Pavia Image, RGB false color rendering of MNF coordinates
produced by the global MNF, or Manifold Coordinates Produced by the ENH-ISOMAP
and the Proposed Workflow
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(a) MNF
(b) ENH-ISOMAP (c) Proposed Workflow
Figure 8.4: University of Pavia Image, Visualization of first 3 dimensions of the MNF
or manifold coordinates
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produced a better representation in terms of separability than traditional ENH-ISOMAP
and global MNF. The global MNF is the worst, except for one pair in the cases of 10 to
15 dimensions. This particular pair’s performance indicates that this category’s ROIs
mostly contain linear and highly noisy signals, where MNF tends to have a significantly
higher performance. Howerver, with noise treatment, the proposed workflow is able to
compensate the disadvantages of ENH-ISOMAP, and start to have higher performance
than MNF when including more than 15 dimensions. Overall, the proposed workflow
also has slight improvements in terms of stability (the variances of the separability across
all random cases) compared to traditional ENH-ISOMAP. When including more than
20 dimensions, the proposed workflow significantly outperforms other methods.
(a) First 10 Dimensions (b) First 15 Dimensions
(c) First 20 Dimensions (d) First 50 Dimensions
Figure 8.5: University of Pavia, JM Separability Comparison, with Different Numbers
of Dimensions Included
The average separability of all pairs when retaining different number of dimensions in
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the results is shown in Figure 8.6. It can be seen that the ISOMAP methods significantly
outperform MNF when retaining more than 5 dimensions. The proposed workflow
always has better performance and better stability than the original ENH-ISOMAP until
they both approach 2 when retaining enough dimensions. Although not recognizable
in this figure because most of the pairs have JM separability of approximately 2, it
can still be seen from Figure 8.5d that the proposed workflow outperforms the original
ENH-ISOMAP when including 50 dimensions.
Figure 8.6: University of Pavia, JM Separability Comparison, Average Separability of
All Pairs when Retaining Different Number of Dimensions
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8.3.4 Step-by-Step Comparison of Category Separability Improvements
This section shows step-by-step comparison of the improvements on category separability
of each optimization step in the proposed workflow. The image used is the University
of Pavia image. Most of the steps only show the average JM separability of all category
pairs when including a different number of significant dimensions.
1. Guided Landmark Selection by Maximum Variation in Subset-MNF
Model: First, a deterministic strategy is taken to improve the landmark selection
procedure of the original ENH-ISOMAP using global random skeletonization. The
local noise model here used is Subset-MNF.
The average JM separability is shown in Figure 8.7. Note that the results of
the original ENH-ISOMAP is shown as a range representing the range of results of
10 random cases. The original ENH-ISOMAP shows significant improvement over
MNF (global MNF, where the noise variances are estimated by “shift-difference”
spatially). The single solid line represents the results of the ENH-ISOMAP where
the landmark selection procedure is replaced by the deterministic method of the
local noise model guided landmarks selection, where the landmarks in each sub-
set are selected by maximize their variation in the significant dimensions of the
embedding space, which is the MNF space in subsets. Specifically, the landmarks
of a spectral subset (169 subsets, each has approximately 600 pixels) sliced by re-
cursive PCA are selected by choosing the pixels with maximum, closest-to-mean,
minimum value of the first 2 dimensions, and the pixels with maximum, minimum
value of the 3rd and 4th dimensions of subset MNF space (10 landmarks for each
subset). If there is an overlap of these pixels, additional random pixels are chosen
to make up the insufficiency.
The improved method shows overall improvements in the JM separability com-
pared to the best cases of the original ENH-ISOMAP.
Figure 8.8 shows the JM separability improvements of original ENH-ISOMAP
and guided landmark selection by showing the difference of JM separability com-
pared to MNF. The plot shows that the ISOMAP algorithms shows significant
advantage over the traditional MNF when there are only two bands or more than
20 bands involved in the calculation. (Note that in hyperspectral imaging, the
term “band” and “dimensions” are usually used interchangeably: even though the
embedding space is not spectral space, the dimensions can also be referred to as
“bands”.) MNF exceeds ENH-ISOMAP when there are 3 to 7 bands. The pro-
posed guided landmark selection by maximum variance shows similar behavior but
with stable improvements compared to ENH-ISOMAP, and there is only one case
(when 5 bands are involved) that it has worse performance than MNF.
Figure 8.9 further shows the comparison between guided landmark selection
and original ENH-ISOMAP; the comparison is between the guided landmark
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selection by maximum variance and the best case of 10-times repeated ENH-
ISOMAP. There is only one case (when including the first 7 bands) when the
proposed method has slightly worse performance than the best case of original
ENH-ISOMAP (but still better than average performance). The most significant
improvements also happen when including the first 2 bands. The results show
that the guided landmark selection will keep and further increase the advantage
of ISOMAP over MNF.
Figure 8.7: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: MNF, Original ENH-
ISOMAP, and Guided Landmark Selection by Maximum Variation
2. Local MNF Denoising: A local MNF denoising method before applying ENH-
ISOMAP (before “backbone sampling”) is added as a preprocessing step. The
subsetting is also done by recursive PCA but with a different level of granularity
selected empirically (350 subsets). A relaxed denoising level is applied, which
retains the first 80% of the subset MNF dimensions and projects the reduced data
back to the original spectral space.
The results are shown in Figure 8.10, where the difference between including
local MNF denoising and without local MNF denoising (only guided landmark
selection by maximum variance using subset-MNF). This step shows stable slight
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Figure 8.8: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Original ENH-ISOMAP, and
Guided Landmark Selection by Maximum Variation compared to MNF
improvements when including more than 12 bands in the results; however, the
performance when including fewer bands is decreased.
3. Preselection by Excluding Noisy Pixels: In each subset, a preselection step is
added such that only the 75% less noisy pixels are kept as the candidate landmarks.
Pixels are considered noisy if they have the largest mean value of the less significant
dimensions (11th dimension and thereafter) in the subset embedding space. The
ratio and noisy dimensions are selected empirically.
The results are shown in Figure 8.11. This step shows slight improvements
for some of the cases without worsening other cases significantly. This behavior is
expected since the noisy pixel exclusion does not necessarily yield improvements;
ideally the result could be improved only when the selected landmark by maximum
variance is a noisy pixel, while this may not necessarily happen.
4. Replace Subset-MNF with Subset-ISOMAP: We now change the local noise
model used to guide landmark selection from subset-MNF to subset-ISOMAP. Us-
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Figure 8.9: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Guided Landmark Selection
by Maximum Variation compared to best case of Original ENH-ISOMAP repeated 10
times
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Figure 8.10: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Local MNF Denoising
Improvements
Figure 8.11: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Subset-MNF Preselection
by Excluding Noisy Pixels Improvements
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ing manifold coordinates in subsets (subset-ISOMAP) is supposed to be more ef-
fective for local nonlinearity representation but more vulnerable to noise compared
to MNF.
The results are shown in Figure 8.12. From the average separability the results
are very close between two methods. The subset-ISOMAP is generally better
except when including 17 to 34 dimensions.
It is interesting to see that the local MNF step has similar behavior as tradi-
tional MNF (global) as the performance of including the first few bands is lower;
while the other two steps behaviors are more similar to each other, in which cases
the performance is boosted when including around first the 10 bands.
Figure 8.13 shows the total performance improvements of the above 3 steps.
After combining all three steps, the performance of most of the cases of including
2 to 50 bands are improved, without worsening other cases too much. Although
the improvements are minor compared to the improvement of guided landmark
selection by maximum variance. The choice of these three steps should based on
computation-time and performance tradeoff.
Figure 8.12: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Replace Subset-MNF with
Subset-ISOMAP Improvements
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Figure 8.13: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Local MNF + Preselection
+ Subset-ISOMAP Improvements
5. Half-deterministic compared to Trial and Evaluation: In Figure 8.14, the
trial and evaluation landmark selection strategy after choosing the best mean
JM distances out of 10 outcomes of random runs, is compared with the half-
deterministic strategy without optional steps. Only the differences are plotted.
We can see that overall the results are comparable. The half-deterministic method
is able to achieve the similar results of running 10 iterations of trial and evaluation
strategy, but with much less computation time. Therefore, the half-deterministic
is chosen in the following steps.
6. Adaptive kNN Graph: Previous steps uses an empirical fixed neighborhood
size (k = 30) to construct the kNN graph. After adopting the adaptive kNN
graph construction method discussed in Chapter 6, and using a subset number of
100, the results are significantly improved. The JM separability difference between
using adaptive kNN graph and fixed kNN graph is shown in 8.15. Note that the
improvements brought by adaptive kNN graph are almost one order of magnitude
higher than the improvements brought by the previous three steps (Local MNF,
Preselection by Noise Exclusion, Subset-ISOMAP).
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Figure 8.14: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Trial and Evaluation vs.
Half-deterministic
Figure 8.15: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Adaptive kNN Graph
Improvements
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7. Post MNF: The optional post-processing using MNF with noise estimated by
the “shift-difference” to the nearest neighbor in manifold space is added in this
step. The performance comparisons (difference compared to without post-MNF)
are shown in Figure 8.16. The dotted line shows the noise variances estimated
without excluding outliers.
The mean JM separability jumps to 2 when including 45 dimensions is due to
the limit of floating point precision in a intermediate step of JM distance calcula-
tion. This means approxmiately all the pairs have the maximum JM separability
when including 45 or more dimensions. By excluding outliers when estimating
noise (exclude outliers with a whisker factor of 1.5, shown as the solid line), the
performance is generally slightly improved in this case.
As we see, the optional post-MNF further concentrates the signal content in
the resulting manifold space by estimating noise in this space properly. When
estimating noise variances by shift-difference to nearest neighbor in manifold space,
a proper whisker of the normal distribution assumed should be selected to exclude
outliers, for which their nearest neighbors are too far to be considered as noise
variances.
Figure 8.16: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: JM Separability after adding
Post-MNF
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8. Preselection by Subset Random Skeletonization: The optional landmark
preselection in subsets by random skeletonization is added in this step. The ran-
dom skeletonization is done in subsets after preselection by excluding noisy pixels.
Only the first 5 dimensions of the local manifold space are used to exclude the
effects of noise variation. A fixed number of nearest neighbors are excluded in
each iteration and the neighborhood size is selected empirically such that the
resulting landmark candidates are about 5 to 10 times the number of required
landmarks. This turns the deterministic method to a random method (here we
call “half-deterministic”).
The improvements of 10 random cases are shown in Figure 8.17, compared to
the previous step (post-MNF with outlier exclusion). The JM separability might
be higher or lower than the deterministic method.
This optional step has two motivations, one is to avoid the landmarks selected
by the deterministic method to be too close to each other, and more importantly,
this method introduces randomness into the procedure and with repeated exper-
iments it could produce better results than the deterministic method, since the
deterministic method is not perfect. This might be critical in some applications
such as target detection.
9. Overall Improvements of the Proposed Workflow, with or without Op-
tional Steps: Figure 8.18 shows the overall improvements of the proposed work-
flow (deterministic method) compared to the traditional global MNF and the orig-
inal ENH-ISOMAP with global skeletonization. The results of the proposed work-
flow with each and both of the two optional steps are also compared. For random
methods, 10 random cases are shown.
The deterministic method of the proposed workflow shows an overall improve-
ment over the upper limit (among 10 cases) of the original ENH-ISOMAP and it
is deterministic, which is faster and more stable.
When the optional subset random skeletonization is added, the upper limit is
better than the deterministic method. The variances of this method are also signif-
icant lower than the original ENH-ISOMAP with global random skeletonization,
since the skeletonization is done in subsets and produces more stable results.
When the optional post-MNF is added, the values of separability are better
when including more than 5 dimensions, and the average separability jumps to 2
when including more than 33 dimensions, with the sacrifice of performance when
including less than 5 dimensions, as we discussed above.
When both of the optional steps are added, the advantages of both of the
methods are utilized. However, the variances of the separability are increased
(these 10 cases are based on the same cases of that with subset skeletonization but
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Figure 8.17: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Preselection by Subset
Random Skeletonization Improvements
without post-MNF). This might be a sign of the limitation of the noise estimation
procedure.
The results of the average JM separability when including the first 10, 20, 30, 40,
50 dimensions, and the mean separability of the cases when including the first 2 to 50
dimensions, for each step of the optimizations are also shown in Table 8.2. For random
methods such as ENH-ISOMAP, the proposed workflow with subset skeletonization (7)
and that with post-MNF (6), the maximum, minimum, mean, and standard deviation
of 10 random cases are shown.
The mean separability values across all cases of including different numbers of di-
mensions represents the overall performance of the dimensionality reduction for typical
classification purposes. We can see that the maximum mean separability across all meth-
ods 1.9654 is reached by the proposed workflow with subset skeletonization. The mean
result of this method across 10 random cases is 1.9646, and is slightly higher than the
best result 1.9645 among the deterministic methods, which is achieved by the proposed
workflow with deterministic method, but may not be a significant difference. Each de-
terministic optimization step (1)-(4) produces stable improvements on the overall mean
separability.
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Figure 8.18: University of Pavia, Step by Step Comparison: Proposed Workflow with
Two Optional Steps Compared with MNF and Original ENH-ISOMAP
For random methods, the proposed workflow with subset skeletonization (7) not
only achieves the best mean separability, but also has the lowest standard deviation
compared to the same method with post-MNF (6), and traditional ENH-ISOMAP with
global skeletonization.
The methods with optional post-MNF ((5) and (6)) yielded best separability 2.0000
when including the first 33 or more dimensions. However, it sacrifices the performance
when including fewer dimensions, thus yielding worse overall mean separability. This
step is optionally chosen according to different applications.
8.3.5 Botswana Image
The Botswana Image (Okavango Delta) was acquired by the Hyperion sensor on the
NASA EO-1 satellite on May 31, 2001. This scene has 1476×256 pixels with 30m pixel
resolution, and has 242 spectral bands ranging from 0.4 ∼ 2.5µm, with 10nm spectral
resolution. The image used here is preprocessed by University of Texas Center for Space
Research[77]. Only 145 spectral bands are used after preprocessing. The scene consists
of 14 identified classes representing the land cover types in seasonal swamps, occasional
swamps, and drier woodlands, with ground-truth ROIs defined.
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Num. of Dimensions 10 20 30 40 50 Mean†
MNF 1.9156 1.9319 1.9408 1.9489 1.9572 1.924
ENH-ISOMAP
max 1.9423 1.9773 1.989 1.9942 1.9969 1.9606
min 1.9372 1.9758 1.9872 1.9934 1.9962 1.9584
µ̄ 1.9405 1.9766 1.988 1.9938 1.9966 1.9595
σ 1.3e-3 5.2e-4 5.4e-4 2.8e-4 2.3e-4 6.6e-4
Subset-ISOMAP T&E 10 iter. 1.9462 1.9804 1.9915 1.9955 1.9975 1.9641
(1)Max.Var. w/ Subset-MNF 1.9451 1.981 1.9909 1.9951 1.9976 1.9643
(2)+Pre-Local-MNF 1.9423 1.9809 1.9917 1.9958 1.9978 1.9643
(3)+Preselection-Noise 1.9453 1.9815 1.9917 1.9959 1.9977 1.9644
(4)Replace w/ Subset-ISOMAP 1.9482 1.98 1.9909 1.996 1.9979 1.9645
(5)Replace w/ Adaptive kNN 1.9523 1.9811 1.9914 1.9961 1.9982 1.9668
(6A)+Post-MNF 1.9528 1.9835 1.9922 2 2 1.9629
(6B)+Subset-RandomSkel
max 1.9527 1.9835 1.9929 1.9961 1.998 1.9676
min 1.9512 1.9813 1.9916 1.9954 1.9977 1.9661
µ̄ 1.9519 1.9824 1.992 1.9957 1.9979 1.9668
σ 4.6e-4 7.0e-4 4.0e-4 1.8e-4 1.1e-4 4.5e-4
(6AB)Both
max 1.9542 1.9843 1.9927 2 2 1.9642
min 1.9491 1.982 1.9916 2 2 1.9595
µ̄ 1.9517 1.9831 1.9922 2 2 1.962
σ 1.6e-3 8.2e-4 3.2e-4 0.0e+00 0.0e+00 1.4e-3
Table 8.2: Average Separability when Including Different Number of Dimensions, Step-
by-Step Optimization, Method (1) to (6) correspond to the optimization steps listed in
Section 8.3.4.
((5) is the proposed workflow with deterministic method, (6B) is the proposed workflow
with half-deterministic method, (6A) and (6AB) are corresponding methods with post-
MNF. Random methods such as ENH-ISOMAP and (6B), (6AB) shows the maximum,
minimum, mean, and standard deviation of the results among 10 random cases.)
†: The column of “Mean” is the mean value of the 49 results when including the first 2
to 50 dimensions, not just the mean value of the row.
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Figure 8.19a shows the RGB rendering of the image. Figure 8.19b shows the 14
ground-truth ROIs associated with the image to be used in the evaluation of separability
and classification as the ground-truth information.
Figure 8.19c and 8.19d shows the first dimension of the resulting MNF space and
manifold space from the proposed workflow, from which we can see that there is a
horizontal variation across the scene that has been quite dominant even in the first
dimension of MNF space, while in the manifold space the horizontal spatial variation
is not present in the first dimension. This is because the manifold learning methods
are not a simple transformation of the data that identify the maximum linear variation
directions, such as MNF, but a construction of new coordinates from the ground by
estimating geometric structure of the data. The horizontal spatial variation or banding
can be quite significant or dominant linear variation, however, it is only by considering
nonlinear variation that the real variation of the data can be identified as a much more
dominant variation than the linear banding.
In fact, the horizontal variation (vertical banding) is never presented in manifold
spaces, but is almost everywhere in the MNF space. Figure 8.20 shows the comparison
of RGB false color of the first 3 dimensions of MNF space, manifold space from original
ENH-ISOMAP (global random skeletonization), and manifold space from the proposed
workflow (deterministic). The first MNF dimension has serious banding, but the second
and third dimensions are able to show the dominant linear signal variation, while no
banding is present in the manifold spaces, and there is more geospatial information that
can be identified from the manifold spaces. The first 3 dimensions of the manifold spaces
from the ENH-ISOMAP and the proposed workflow are fairly similar except for that
the orders of bands are different.
Figure 8.21 shows the same comparison for the 13th, 14th, 15th dimensions of the
MNF space and the manifold spaces. As shown in the figure, the vertical banding
are dominant in MNF spaces and hardly information can be extracted; while there is
still no banding presented in the manifold spaces. Comparing two manifold spaces by
visual appearance, the proposed workflow generates a slightly less noisy manifold image
comparing to the ENH-ISOMAP. These comparisons showed the power of manifold
learning to identify nonlinear variations, as well as the high nonlinearity of the Botswana
image.
8.4 Classification in Manifold Space by the Proposed Work-
flow
Using the same image and ROIs shown in Figure 8.2, the performance of the classification
with commonly used classifiers based on the manifold coordinates derived from the
proposed workflow is evaluated. To simplify the presentation, only the results of the
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Figure 8.19: Botswana (with Hyperion sensor, 145 Bands) and its 14 ROIs, and First
Dimension of MNF and Manifold
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(a) MNF (b) Manifold from ENH-
ISOMAP
(c) Manifold from Pro-
posed Workflow
Figure 8.20: Botswana, Comparison of First 3 Dimensions of (a) MNF (b) Manifold of
ENH-ISOMAP (c) Manifold of Proposed Workflow
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(a) MNF (b) Manifold from ENH-
ISOMAP
(c) Manifold from Pro-
posed Workflow
Figure 8.21: Botswana, Comparison of 13th, 14th, 15th Dimensions of (a) MNF (b)
Manifold of ENH-ISOMAP (c) Manifold of Proposed Workflow
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deterministic workflow without two optional steps is shown. The best result in 10
random cases of the traditional ENH-ISOMAP, and the result of global MNF reduction
are also shown as a comparison for the corresponding number of leading dimensions. The
result of using all dimensions of the original spectral data are also shown for comparison.
The k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifier is used in the classification task. The kNN
classifier is a simple nonlinear classifier. It has been shown in [78] that the kNN classifier
can achieve better performance compared to statistics-based linear classifiers in manifold
space, as in the manifold space the nonlinear decision boundary should be used when
classifying. If a statistical linear classifier such as the Mahalanobis Classifier is used, the
classification accuracy of class boundary pixels will be largely decreased for manifold
space, compared to statistics-based space such as MNF.
Only kappa coefficients are shown as a classification performance metric for sim-
plicity. The kappa coefficient is an overall accuracy estimation for all classification
categories[79]. For the supervised classifier we used, the training set and the test set are
the same set defined by the ROIs in the given image. This is referred to as a dependent
dataset[15], and the accuracy yielded is often significantly higher than the case that the
training set and the test set are independent. However, our objective is to compare
the performance across different coordinates, not the actual performance of classifiers.
Therefore the dependent set is often enough, although the results here do not represent
the actual classification performance.
Table 8.3 and Table 8.4 show the kappa coefficients of the classification of the 9
categories on the University of Pavia image. The k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifier
is used with an empirically chosen parameter k = 7. Five kinds of coordinates are
compared: the original spectral space, the MNF (noise covariance matrix derived from
spatial “shift-mean” method) space, and the manifold coordinates derived from the
original ENH-ISOMAP, the landmark selection method replaced by maximum variance
method using subset MNF noise model (Max. Var.), and the proposed workflow (half-
deterministic) with and without post-MNF. For random methods (ENH-ISOMAP and
the proposed workflows with the half-determinstic method), the best case (determined
by average JM separability) of 10 random runs is chosen. For each method, the leading
10, 20, 30, 40, 50 dimensions are retained and compared, and the mean value of these
five cases is listed, except for the case of spectral space, where only one case that uses
all 103 dimensions is shown, as it is the only meaningful way since there is no difference
in significance for different spectral bands.
Table 8.3 shows the classification results when using the same set of pixels in each
ROIs as the training set and validation set. This is a common validation method when no
explicit training set and validation set is given for the supervised classification. However,
the validation results can be highly in favor of classifiers that tend to get over-trained.
In this case, we can see that MNF has the best performance at all bands, although
the accuracy is decreasing when including more and more bands. The manifold spaces
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generally have lower accuracy, while the proposed workflow with different variations
have better performance than the original ENH-ISOMAP.
To compare and validate the real performance of classifiers in different spaces, dif-
ferent set of pixels should be used for training and validation. Since no such division
of sets are provided in the original dataset, a simple method is used to evenly divide
each category of ROIs into two halves. The first half is used as the training set, and the
second half is used as the validation set. Note that the division is simply done by pulling
out all pixels in a category of ROIs in row-major order in the image, and dividing them.
This way the validation results can be reproduced easily. To get more precise real world
performance, a random pulling of pixels to construct each set can be adopted.
Num. of Dimensions 10 20 30 40 50 Mean†
Spectral – – – – – 0.93 ∗
MNF 0.96 0.957 0.952 0.946 0.941 0.951
ENH-ISOMAP 0.85 0.858 0.863 0.865 0.868 0.861
+Max.Var. 0.859 0.87 0.87 0.868 0.868 0.867
+Adaptive kNN 0.887 0.893 0.897 0.897 0.898 0.895
PW w/o post-MNF 0.878 0.878 0.884 0.888 0.89 0.884
PW w/ post-MNF 0.876 0.876 0.885 0.89 0.895 0.884
Table 8.3: Kappa coefficients using kNN classifier, with training sets and validation sets
the same set of pixels in the ROIs, based on the coordinates derived using different
dimensionality reduction methods, and different number of leading dimensions, on Uni-
versity of Pavia image.
“ENH-ISOMAP” is the original algorithm with global skeletonization; “+Max.Var”,
“PW w/o post-MNF” (proposed workflow - half-deterministic method without post-
MNF), and “PW w/ post MNF” correspond to the method (1), (7), (6) discussed in
Section 8.3.4 respectively. For random methods, the best result in terms of average
pairwise separability of 10 random runs is used.
†: The column of “Mean” is the mean value of the 5 results in that row of the table.
∗: For classification based on the original spectral data, all 103 dimensions of the bands
are used as it is the only meaningful choice of features.
Table 8.4 shows the classification accuracy (kappa value) by using such a different-set
validation method. As shown in the figure, except for the spectral data, the manifold
coordinates with adaptive kNN graph adopted have significant better performance than
any other methods, including ENH-ISOMAP and MNF. The difference among these
methods is that adding preslection with noise exclusion, and post-MNF, the performance
when including fewer bands is decreased, while the performance when including more
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Num. of Dimensions 10 20 30 40 50 Mean†
Spectral – – – – – 0.74 ∗
MNF 0.693 0.692 0.702 0.702 0.697 0.697
ENH-ISOMAP 0.682 0.689 0.692 0.693 0.695 0.69
+Max.Var. 0.688 0.695 0.696 0.697 0.695 0.694
+Adaptive kNN 0.707 0.711 0.713 0.713 0.712 0.711
PW w/o post-MNF 0.704 0.705 0.707 0.712 0.713 0.708
PW w/ post-MNF 0.703 0.708 0.71 0.713 0.716 0.71
Table 8.4: Kappa coefficients using kNN classifier, with training sets and validation
sets different sets of pixels in the ROIs (Each ROI is evenly divided into two halves),
based on the coordinates derived using different dimensionality reduction methods, and
different number of leading dimensions, on University of Pavia image.
“ENH-ISOMAP” is the original algorithm with global skeletonization; “+Max.Var”,
“PW w/o post-MNF” (proposed workflow - half-deterministic method without post-
MNF), and “PW w/ post MNF” correspond to the method (1), (7), (6) discussed in
Section 8.3.4 respectively. For random methods, the best result in terms of average
pairwise separability of 10 random runs is used.
†: The column of “Mean” is the mean value of the 5 results in that row of the table.
∗: For classification based on the original spectral data, all 103 dimensions of the bands
are used as it is the only meaningful choice of features.
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Included Dimensions


















































Figure 8.22: University of Pavia, Comparison of kNN Classifier Kappa Value (k = 7)
among (a) MNF (b) Manifold of ENH-ISOMAP (c) Manifold of Proposed Workflow,
both same-set and diff-set are shown.
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than 40 bands are increased, achieving the best performance. This behavior is similar
to what we have seen in the JM separability results. As for the spectral data, since all
103 bands are involved in the computation, although it achieves the best performance,
the computation time is also significantly increased. Figure 8.22 shows the results in a
diagram.
Table 8.5 and 8.6 show the kappa values of using the kNN classifier (k = 7) for
Botswana, using same set and different sets for training and validation. Only the full
spectrum, MNF, ENH-ISOMAP, and proposed workflow (deterministic) are compared.
For same set validation, MNF has the best performance as in University of Pavia image,
shows the over-training issue of MNF. For different set validation, the proposed workflow
has the best performance except for the full spectrum, and is significantly better than
MNF. The proposed workflow even achieves a performance that is very closed to full
spectrum (145 band) using only the first 10 bands. In both validation cases, the proposed
workflow has better overall performance than ENH-ISOMAP. Figure 8.23 shows the
results in a diagram.
Comparing the performance curve between University of Pavia image and Botswana,
as shown in the figures (different validation set), the performance improvements of
ISOMAP methods over MNF is more significant in Botswana, showing that Botswana
has higher nonlinearity, which is as expected since it is from a low resolution sensor,
with most of the pixels nonlinearly mixed from pure spectra, as well as other sources of
nonlinearity. The performance improvements of the proposed workflow compared to the
original ENH-ISOMAP are also more significant in the Botswana image, which is also
expected since the Hyperion sensor that captures the Botswana image is much more
noisy.
In summary, the improvements of the proposed workflow compared with the original
ENH-ISOMAP and MNF is shown as expected using a kNN classifier and different set
of training and a validation data. The performance improvements of manifold spaces
are more significant over MNF in highly nonlinear data (such as Botswana, Hyperion
sensor). The performance improvements of the proposed workflow over the original
ENH-ISOMAP is more significant in highly noisy data (such as Botswana, Hyperion
sensor).
Note that the real world performance of classification might be quite different than
the JM separability, since the JM separability is a pairwise category comparison metric,
which corresponds better to any pairwise classifiers. Also, the JM separability tends to
suppress high separability values, while emphasizing low separability values[80]. This
is an advantage of using JM distances to analysis pairwise distribution separability.
However, when evaluating classification using kappa coefficients, more separable and
less separable values have the same significance contributing to the final kappa values.
In this test set, the more separable values are dominant. At last, in classification,
the decision boundary plays a very important role in the final results. Therefore, when
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Num. of Dimensions 10 20 30 40 50 Mean†
Spectral – – – – – 0.947 ∗
MNF 0.991 0.997 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.996
ENH-ISOMAP 0.919 0.919 0.927 0.928 0.929 0.924
Proposed Workflow (deterministic) 0.92 0.938 0.942 0.94 0.939 0.936
Table 8.5: Kappa coefficients using kNN classifier, with training sets and validation
sets the same set of pixels in the ROIs, based on the coordinates derived using differ-
ent dimensionality reduction methods, and different number of leading dimensions, on
Botswana image.
“ENH-ISOMAP” is the original algorithm with global skeletonization; “Proposed Work-
flow” is the deterministic workflow without optional steps. For random methods, the
best result in terms of average pairwise separability of 10 random runs is used.
†: The column of “Mean” is the mean value of the 5 results in that row of the table.
∗: For classification based on the original spectral data, all 145 dimensions of the bands
are used as it is the only meaningful choice of features.
Num. of Dimensions 10 20 30 40 50 Mean†
Spectral – – – – – 0.821 ∗
MNF 0.721 0.742 0.734 0.724 0.722 0.729
ENH-ISOMAP 0.791 0.798 0.804 0.808 0.806 0.802
Proposed Workflow (deterministic) 0.795 0.812 0.807 0.811 0.805 0.806
Table 8.6: Kappa coefficients using kNN classifier, with training sets and validation
sets different sets of pixels in the ROIs (Each ROI is evenly divided into two halves),
based on the coordinates derived using different dimensionality reduction methods, and
different number of leading dimensions, on University of Pavia image.
“ENH-ISOMAP” is the original algorithm with global skeletonization; “Proposed Work-
flow” is the deterministic workflow without optional steps. For random methods, the
best result in terms of average pairwise separability of 10 random runs is used.
†: The column of “Mean” is the mean value of the 5 results in that row of the table.
∗: For classification based on the original spectral data, all 145 dimensions of the bands
are used as it is the only meaningful choice of features.
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Included Dimensions














































Figure 8.23: Botswana, Comparison of kNN Classifier Kappa Value (k = 7) among (a)
MNF (b) Manifold of ENH-ISOMAP (c) Manifold of Proposed Workflow, both same-set
and diff-set are shown.
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using manifold spaces to perform classification, a proper classifier with nonlinear decision
boundary must be adopted to fully utilize the advantages of manifold space.
Chapter 9
Summary
Manifold learning is an active research area in hyperspectral image analysis, not only
because of the significant improvements it brings to various applications, but also be-
cause of the lack of unified and efficient algorithms, which gives us the opportunity to
push the limits of the performance and efficiency of new manifold learning techniques.
The ISOMAP algorithm we focused on in this proposal, is a manifold learning or non-
linear dimensionality reduction algorithm, whose improvements would benefit various
applications that uses the manifold coordinates it produces.
There had not been a method that focused on the issues of existing practical ISOMAP
algorithms from the perspective of local noise. The research on local noise models using
data-driven methods will not only help to develop local noise mitigation methods, but
also provide inferences of local intrinsic geometric structure, which could be a funda-
mental way to improve the fidelity of data-driven manifold learning methods.
9.1 Summary of This Work
This work started by discussing the issues of existing linear MNF methods and practical
ISOMAP algorithms for hyperspectral image dimensionality reduction. Due to the local
nature of noise and the ENH-ISOMAP algorithm, it is necessary to use methods and
parameters that are adaptive to the local spectral properties of the data to further
improve the dimensionality reduction results. Based on this idea, a unified framework
of local spectral adaptive methods is proposed.
First, the methods of local spectral subsetting are proposed and compared, as the
fundamentals of the proposed workflow, since the subsetting is used at multiple steps
of the proposed workflow. A novel Recursive First Principal Component subsetting
(RFPC) is proposed to address nonlinearity issues and achieved good practical perfor-
mance.
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Some dimensionality reduced embedding spaces that have the ability to separate sig-
nal and noise variances based on certain assumptions are then discussed. The possibility
of using these embedding spaces in local spectral subsets as local noise models, to guide
any further processing adaptively for each subset, is then discussed.
Two kinds of local noise models are used in the proposed workflow, with trade-offs
considered as follows:
• The linear models similar to local MNF are reversible. Therefore it can be used
for local noise reduction purposes if the reduced data is inversely transformed
back to the original spectral space, to avoid the difficulty of stitching different
MNF coordinates yielded across adjacent local spectral subsets. In this regard,
the MNF works as a regression procedure, rather than a dimensionality reduction
procedure.
• The nonlinear models similar to local manifold coordinates (calculated by the
original ISOMAP algorithm) are irreversible because they are developed by non-
linear graph-based algorithms. They provide more accurate geometric structure
and noise information than linear models since local nonlinearity is addressed.
The stitching difficulty across subsets still exists. However, considering existing
landmark based ENH-ISOMAP, these models can actually be used to guide local
landmark selection, to provide better insight for the selection of landmarks based
on the local geometric structure and noise information. Therefore, the direct use
of these models to produce stitched results is avoided. On the other hand, linear
models can also be used this way for a faster computation based on local linearity
assumption. This trade-off provides more flexibility for the proposed workflow.
At the same time, due to the lack of spatial information in subsets, the traditional
method to estimate noise covariance matrix for MNF, by shift-difference of spatial neigh-
borhood of a spatially uniform region is not available. A new noise covariance matrix
estimation method that make use of the nearest neighbor differences in feature space
(spectral or manifold space) is proposed, along with an outlier exclusion method to
further improve the estimation accuracy. The method can be used to provide a noise
covariance matrix for MNF steps in both spectral subsets for MNF regression or noise
model, and in manifold space, when a post-MNF reduction in manifold space is needed.
A novel adaptive kNN graph construction technique is proposed by estimating local
intrinsic dimensionality using both k of kNN graph and Nearest Neighbor Distance
Ratio Estimator (HIDENN), and the optimal k values for local subsets are obtained
by linking the intrinsic dimensionality from these two perspectives. With proper choice
of the spectral subset size, the adaptive method could achieve significant performance
improvement over the best cases of the graph constructed by a fixed k.
Based on these ideas, a workflow is proposed, using local noise models to provide mul-
tiple aspects of improvements to the original ENH-ISOMAP. Specifically, a preliminary
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local MNF denoising using local MNF regression is performed. Then the landmarks for
ENH-ISOMAP are selected based on the local noise models in spectral subsets, such as
local manifold coordinates, or local MNF coordinates, using either a trial and evaluation
method or a half-deterministic method. For the trial and evaluation method, the metrics
to evaluate landmark coverage on local geometric structures are studied. For the half-
deterministic method, the procedure is designed in considerations of noise avoidance,
randomness and proximity avoidance, and geometric structure coverage. The random-
ness and proximity avoidance is implemented by subset skeletonization as an optional
step, without which the half-deterministic method turns into a deterministic method.
Eventually, the landmarks selected from each subsets can be combined together to be
used in ENH-ISOMAP with higher and more stable performance. A final optional global
MNF reduction step taken in the manifold space can be applied to further compress the
signal variances into fewer dimensions.
The implementation considerations of the workflow are discussed, including using
heterogeneous parallel computing technology to accelerate the algorithm to compute
shortest path distances on graphs. The implementation improved the computational
speed of the graph shortest distance matrix by a factor of around 13x on commercial
available laptops with video card, which leaves the accurate eigendecomposition as the
only computation bottleneck, and reduces the computation time of a typical hyper-
spectral image of 3 × 105 pixels from 40 min to 16 min. If batch computation tasks
are needed, a method to dispatch the computation of the shortest distance matrix and
other parts of the workflow to GPU and CPU separately can be used to further reduce
the average computation time.
The evaluation metrics for the performance of the proposed dimensionality reduc-
tion workflow are discussed, including Jeffries-Matsushita separability and task-based
evaluation methods. The running time of the parallel accelerated algorithm are tested
and compared to the sequential version of the algorithm.
Preliminary results of Jeffries-Matsushita separability of the low-dimensional mani-
fold coordinates constructed using the proposed workflow are shown for the University
of Pavia image and Botswana image, and compared with the original ENH-ISOMAP
and global MNF methods. The proposed workflow showed significant improvements on
both performance and stability in these cases.
Furthermore, the optimization outcomes of each proposed individual optimization
step of the workflow are shown in detail, which verified the rationality of each proposed
optimization step. The results of the two optional steps, and the trade-offs between the
workflow with and without them are discussed. The trade-off between using local MNF
and using local manifold coordinates to guide landmark selection is also discussed.
The classification performance using different commonly used classifiers based on the
manifold coordinates derived from the proposed workflow is also shown and discussed.
The results showed that using k-Nearest Neighbor classifier, the manifold space shows
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significant advantages over the MNF space in terms of classification accuracy, and the
proposed workflow further improves the stability and performance of the original ENH-
ISOMAP.
9.2 Future Work
The directions for future work related to this research are summarized as follows:
• More embedding spaces as noise models, and more refined workflow:
More embedding spaces, such as Commute-Time embeddings[36], could be more
suitable as noise models. These can be used to replace the currently used MNF
and ISOMAP as noise models. The general goal is to avoid the current trade-off
between using subset-MNF and subset-ISOMAP, or the trade-off between noise
treatment and nonlinear treatment. A potentially better embedding space that
can address both of the problems in subsets is yet to be studied.
• Extend the framework to dimensionality reduction methods other than
ISOMAP: There are two major frameworks in the proposed workflow: one is
the local spectral subsetting, which enables local property considerations that
can never be achieved when using non-adaptive methods and parameters. This
can potentially be extended to other global dimensionality reduction methods,
or some aspects can be extended to even local dimensionality reduction methods
such as LLE, for instance, adaptive kNN graph construction. The second major
framework is the landmark (with the novel adaptive guided landmark selection)
and backbone framework, which starts from practical requirements of ISOMAP;
however, some aspects of the framework can potentially be extended to other
methods when necessary, and the guided landmark selection would benefit any of
such applications.
• Classification and more: In this dissertation, the results of classification apply-
ing kNN classifiers on the manifold coordinates are shown and better performance
than MNF can be achieved. However, the commonly successful linear classifiers
used in traditional MNF space needs modification or substitution when used in
manifold coordinates to get better performance. This could be one direction of
future efforts in this research. First, the kNN classifier’s neighborhood size (k) can
be also adaptive to local spectral subsets, an easiest way to do this is to use the
same information of subsets and k parameters for each subset that are obtained in
the adaptive kNN graph construction step. Then, other nonlinear classifiers such
as many of the kernel-based classifiers can also be appropriate for the nonlinear
decision boundary in the manifold space. At last, the performance of other com-
mon hyperspectral image analysis tasks, such as target detection and unmixing,
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using the manifold coordinates constructed by the proposed workflow can also be
evaluated.
• Noise dimension determination in embedding spaces: In the use of all
of the noise models in the current research, the noise dimension determination
method used is a rather relaxed way, i.e., the method tends to discarding noise
conservatively to avoid possible loss of nonlinear or small signals. A better per-
formance may be achieved by using several steps of relaxed denoising or noise
avoidance methods, rather than using a more adaptive but stricter method. For
example, in local MNF denoising, the MNF regression in each local region used the
same number of noise dimensions for all subsets to determine noise dimensions.
The number of noise dimensions chosen is very small, even though we know it
could be very large. This actually yielded better results than a simple adaptive
method such as total variance. It is possible that a more sophisticated adaptive
method could be used to achieve better performance. At last, if a highly noisy
scene has a measured noise covariance, which could be from a dark current image,
it is worth looking at how the actual measured noise could improve the workflow
performance.
• Noise covariance matrix estimation in feature space: A similar problem
is the noise covariance matrix estimation using nearest neighbor differences in
feature space. A method to exclude statistical outliers of nearest neighbor pair
distances is used to exclude those nearest neighbor pairs that represent structured
data (outlier pairs), rather than noise. This method significantly improves the
performance of optional post MNF reduction in manifold space using the noise es-
timation method without outlier exclusion. However, the outlier exclusion merely
considers the distance of the nearest neighbor difference, not the direction of the
difference, which could be as important. For example, a pair of nearest neighbors
even with very small distance, but totally lying within the underlying manifold,
should represent the structured variation, not noise. This pair will not be con-
sidered as an outlier by the current method and thus contribute wrongly to the
noise variance estimation. More sophisticated noise estimation methods will be
explored in the future research.
• Rational spectral subsetting ensuring local similarity: In the current work-
flow, PCA-based spectral subsetting (RFPC) is used in favor of skeletonization
subsetting due to its stability and maintainability. However, the subsetting should
be done along the manifold to ensure better local similarity, rather than based
on statistical distribution in spectral space as the PCA-based subsetting achieves.
More sophisticated methods should be explored to achieve both stability and ra-
tionality. For example, one of the possible direction of further exploration is to
refine the RFPC. In each iteration, one can investigate more sophisticated split-
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ting criteria instead of simply investigating mean or median values of the first
principal component, such as looking at the histogram, a clustering algorithm,
etc. As for binary splitting strategy for each iteration, the number of subsets for
each iteration could be a higher number than 2, which can be adaptively based
on clustering properties of the subsets in each recursions. Furthermore, if there is
a more efficient clustering algorithm than ISODATA or k-Means clustering when
the number of clusters is large, it can potentially be adopted directly in the whole
data set.
• Intrinsic dimensionality estimation: Intrinsic dimensionality estimation (IDE)
has been always of high interests in various applications. However, many of the
existing algorithms from different point of view may have different results. There
are opportunities in this area to further benefit the workflow.
• Incorporation of spatial information: There has been research to incorporate
spatial information into spectral-space data-driven algorithms. Graph-based algo-
rithms generally provides a better way to incorporate such information in various
ways. On the other hand, in our investigation of landmark selection strategy at
the beginning of the research, we have been labeling the selected landmark set
from different algorithms in the spatial rendered images, to qualitatively evaluate
whether a landmark set is missing some important target in the scene, which might
lead severe manifold distortion. This could be a starting point to quantitatively
incorporate this information directly into the landmark selection procedure.
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